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ABSTRACT
Our Ðrst purpose is construction of a formal theory of quasi-equilibrium. We deÐne quasi-equilibrium,
in its simplest form, as statistical equilibrium in the face of an extra constraint on the nuclear popu-
lations. We show that the extra constraint introduces a uniform translation of the chemical potentials for
the heavy nuclei and derive the abundances in terms of it. We then generalize this theory to accommo-
date any number of constraints. For nucleosynthesis, the most important constraint occurs when the
total number of heavy nuclei within a system of nuclei di†ers from the number that would exist inY
hnuclear statistical equilibrium (NSE) under the same conditions of density and temperature. Three situ-
ations of high relevance are (1) silicon burning, wherein the total number of nuclei exceeds but asymp-
totically approaches the NSE number ; (2) alpha-rich freezeout expansions of high entropy, wherein isY
hless than the NSE number ; and (3) expansions from high temperature of low-entropy matter, in which Y
hexceeds the NSE number. These are of importance, respectively, within (1) supernova shells, (2) Type II
supernova cores modestly outside the mass cut, and (3) Type Ia supernova cores in nearÈ
Chandrasekhar-mass events.
Our next goal is the detailed analysis of situation (2), the high-entropy alpha-rich neutron-rich
freezeout. We employ a nuclear reaction network, which we integrate, to compare the actual abundances
with those obtained at the same thermal conditions by the quasi-equilibrium (QSE) theory and by the
NSE theory. For this detailed comparison, we choose a high-entropy photon-to-nucleon ratio /\ 6.8,
for which we conduct expansions at initial bulk neutron excess We demonstrate that theg0\ 0.10.abundance populations, as they begin expansion and cooling from temperature 10] 109 K, are charac-
terized by three distinct phases : (1) NSE, (2) QSE having smaller than the NSE value, and (3) ÐnalY
hreaction rateÈdependent freezeout modiÐcations of the QSE. We demonstrate that the true Ðnal abun-
dances are well approximated by the QSE distribution near the freezeout temperature DuringT9f\ 4.0.the expansion, the QSE distribution changes shape continuously in ways that are independent of the
reaction cross sections of the heavy nuclei with free light particles. It is this changing shape, rather than
““ nuclear Ñows,ÏÏ that establish the abundance pattern. The abundance pattern is actually determined by
the parameter and the degree to which it di†ers from the NSE value owing to the slowness withY
hwhich light particles can be assembled into heavy nuclei (Aº 12). We also detail the nature and magni-
tude of the freezeout corrections to the QSE distribution. The entire distribution depends less upon the
values of heavy-element cross sections than has been heretofore thought.
Our third goal is to survey the alpha-rich freezeout. We do this by less complete analysis of nine
di†erent expansions determined by the matrix of three distinct entropies (/\ 1.7, 6.8, and 17) and three
distinct initial neutron excesses 0.10, and 0.1667). The trends are easily comprehended in(g0\ 0.003,terms of the concept of quasi-equilibrium, whereas they are not understandable in terms of either NSE
or in terms of reaction rates. This secures for the QSE concept a major diagnostic capability within
nucleosynthesis theory. We delineate the key trends and also remark on the ways that order arises from
disorder in this complex system. We conclude with a discussion of how such systems assemble heavy
nuclei.
Subject headings : nuclear reactions, nucleosynthesis, abundances È supernovae : general
1. INTRODUCTION
The notion of statistical equilibrium of nuclear species
has played an immense intellectual role in the theory of
nucleosynthesis. launched the paradigm ofHoyle (1946)
stellar nucleosynthesis by arguing that the thermal condi-
tions in highly evolved massive stars would be suitable for
the establishment of nuclear statistical equilibrium (NSE).
He went on to show that 56Fe could be the most abundant
nucleus if the neutron-to-proton ratio took on the correct
value, near Z/N \ 0.87. This was named the e-process by
et al. Its appropriateness was defended forBurbidge (1957).
a decade by those authors until new concepts indicated that
nature preferred a much smaller neutron excess (nearly
zero) and synthesized most 56Fe as its radioactive 56Ni
parent. The history of this has been described (Clayton
and the astrophysical status was reviewed by Meyer1998),
in et al. If the entropy of the expandingWallerstein (1997).
matter is not too large, the equilibrium adjusts in small
ways as the temperature drops, narrowing the abundance
peak and altering odd/even abundance ratios. Near
T \ 4 ] 109 K, the nuclear reactions become too slow to
maintain equilibrium at lower temperature ; but the e†ect is
not very important. The equilibrium at the freezeout tem-
perature (near cannot be much altered by the fewT9\ 4)reactions that still occur with free protons and neutrons and
alpha particles because they are of such small abundance in
comparison with the abundances of the dominant heavy
nuclei. The Ðnal abundances resemble closely the equi-
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librium abundances at the freezeout temperature. Almost
all of the matter was contained in the equilibrium abun-
dance peak.
The nuclear evolution of the star presented a natural
obstacle to the attainment of NSE via the sequential
burning phases that occur. That obstacle was 28Si and its
conversion into 56Ni. Clayton, & FowlerBodansky, (1968)
were able to show that the close approach of all reaction
rates involving n, p, and a to the rates of their inverse reac-
tions established a type of restricted nuclear equilibrium,
which they termed ““ nuclear quasi-equilibrium ÏÏ (QSE). The
entire abundance distribution between 28Si and 56Ni (and a
few others) took on a quasi-static character in which its
shape did not change over times sufficient to allow huge
numbers of individual reactions to occur. Its shape was
frozen by the balance of reactions with their inverse reac-
tions. It could evolve only as the refractory 28Si slowly
melted away, replaced by a 56Ni abundance peak. This is
well known, and our point here is that this quasi-static
evolution is governed by a single parameter, which they
took to be the ratio Y (28Si)/Y (56Ni). Its value was seen as a
parameter that Ðxed the entire abundance distribution (see
also That ratio taken as the governingClayton 1983).
parameter began with a huge value (almost pure 28Si) and
Ðnished with an inÐnitesimal value (almost pure 56Ni). That
silicon-burning evolution could equally have utilized as its
parameter the number of heavy nuclei, which decreasesY
h
,
by a factor of 2 during the burning. But the rates of individ-
ual (a, n), (a, p), (p, n), (p, c), (n, c), and (a, c) and their inverses
played almost no role for nuclei between 28Si and 56Ni. In
this insensitivity to nuclear reactions, this burning process
showed the same indi†erence that was Ðrst found in NSE
long before. The reactions were found to determine a more
subtle distinction, namely, how the QSE decomposes into
two or more smaller QSE clusters Arnett, &(Woosley,
Clayton & Thielemann1973 ; Hix 1996).
When higher entropy expansions were studied, the situ-
ation changed in a profound way. At such relatively low
density and high temperature, the matter is decomposed to
an equilibrium broth of nucleons and alpha particles ; but
owing also to the low density, those particles cannot collide
often enough to recombine into heavy nuclei in the time
available during the expansion. It was found in those cases
that the mass of heavy nuclei did not completely dominate,
but there exist free alpha particles at the end of the expan-
sion. This was called the ““ alpha-rich freezeout ÏÏ (e.g.,
et al. What makes it so important is that inWoosley 1973).
the O and Si shells of evolved massive stars, the outgoing
shock wave after core bounce is so strong that those shells
are heated to such a high temperature that their high
entropy places them in the regime of the alpha-rich
freezeout. The 56Ni nucleosynthesis within Type II super-
novae appears to be of this type (e.g., Hash-Thielemann,
imoto, & Nomoto 1990).
In this paper we study alpha-rich freezeouts at high
entropy and at substantial neutron richness. This was Ðrst
done by & Ho†man who called it ““ theWoosley (1992),
alpha process.ÏÏ In so doing they hoped to simultaneously
call attention to the alpha-rich nature of the freezeout and
to the neutron richness of the bath, which greatly expands
the range of abundant nuclei produced. Woosley &
Ho†man apparently thought that (a, n)-reactions on
neutron-rich isotopes played a large role in the abundances
produced. One of our results will show that a language
appealing to alpha reactions carrying the nuclear Ñow to
larger and more neutron-rich nuclei is inappropriate. We
will demonstrate that the matter is organized by a QSE
distribution in which individual reaction rates are of little
importance and in which alpha reactions play no special
role. We follow the lead of Krishnan, & ClaytonMeyer,
in this, for they showed the QSE nature of the(1996)
resulting abundance distributions in their study of the
origin of 48Ca.
Over and beyond these and other demonstrations, more-
over, we present a theory of QSE as a statistical equilibrium
with one extra constraint. This theory is cast into a form
closely resembling the theory of thermodynamic equi-
librium. This theory will allow explicit understanding of the
controlling importance of the abundance parameter Y
h
,
deÐned as the abundance sum of heavy nuclei (Aº 12) per
nucleon of matter. It clariÐes the simple way in which the
free energy decreases, or equivalently, the entropy increases
as increases. This may be viewed as a natural struggle toY
hattain thermodynamic equilibrium against steep odds.
Broad intellectual relevance may exist in the relationship
of this study to a modern scientiÐc thrust called ““ the search
for the laws of self-organization and complexity ÏÏ
Kau†man, one of the pioneers of this(Kau†man 1995).
movement and a member of the Santa Fe Institute for the
study of complexity, Ðnds the origins of life in the attractive
hypothesis that natural selection achieves genetic regula-
tory networks that lie near the edge of chaos. He envisions a
phase transition between order and chaos and that life
exists at the edge of chaos. Though di†ering from chaos, the
transition from equilibrium to disequilibrium carries many
similar features. The words of Kau†man are rewardingly
read with our present study, rather than the origin of life, in
mind : ““ The best exploration of an evolutionary space
occurs at a kind of phase transition between order and
disorder, when populations begin to melt o† the local peaks
they have become Ðxated on and Ñow along ridges toward
distant regions of higher Ðtness ÏÏ (p. 27). We will return to
this in our analysis of inFigure 10 ° 3.3.
Our calculations begin with matter in equilibrium, con-
sisting of mostly neutrons and protons and the populations
of heavy nuclei in statistical equilibrium with those free
particles. Population migration is driven by the unidirec-
tional temporal arrowÈexpansion and cooling. A Ðrst sys-
temic transition occurs when the number of heavy nuclei
cannot keep pace with the entropy maximum demanded by
randomness. After that transition, the populations exist in a
quasi-equilibrium with the free particles and the
(momentarily) Ðxed number of heavy nuclei. A secondY
htransition occurs later as individual reaction rates become
sufficiently slow that they are unable to remain equal to
their inverse reactions. At that time the quasi-equilibrium
also breaks down. The single, large quasi-equilibrium
cluster decomposes into several smaller clusters. This is fol-
lowed by a series of unidirectional shifts in populations that
are usually called freezeout in astrophysics because they are
terminated by ine†ective slowness of all reactions below a
freezeout temperature. At this Ðnal moment, the popu-
lations stand far removed from the expectations of equi-
librium. They have a certain order in that ““ the Ðttest ÏÏ have
dominated. The ““ order ÏÏ is in some cases as bizarre as the
dominance of Kr or Sr nuclei at the end of evolution,
whereas the disorder is the familiar state of thermodynamic
equilibrium (maximum disorder). The Ðtness of the winners
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is decided in a lengthy evolutionary battle with the other
heavy species. Their own populations depend upon the
Ðtness not only of all other abundant species but also upon
the Ðtness of previously abundant ancestors, now extinct or
unimportant.
2. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
In this section we develop the theoretical structure under-
lying quasi-equilibrium nucleosynthesis. We apply our
results to actual network calculations in ° 3.
2.1. General Considerations
Because we will specify the temperature T in our network
calculations, we will consider a system in contact with a
heat bath. For such a system, inÐnitesimal changes in the
Helmholtz free energy f per nucleon are given by
df\ [sdT [ Pdv];
i
k
i
dY
i
, (1)
where s is the entropy per nucleon, P is the pressure, v is the
volume per nucleon, is the chemical potential of species i,k
iis the abundance of species i per nucleon, and the sumY
iruns over all species present. We seek the equilibrium at
constant temperature and volume; thus, equation (1)
becomes
df\ ;
i
k
i
dY
i
. (2)
In most nucleosynthetic environments, the species present
are nucleons and nuclei, electrons and positrons, neutrinos,
and photons. The chemical potential of photons is zero as is
that of the neutrinos, since they are generally decoupled
from the matter and are free streaming. Under these circum-
stances, becomesequation (2)
df \ ;
i
nucleark
i
dY
i
] k
e
dY
e
, (3)
where the sum runs only over nuclear species and where Y
eis the abundance of net electrons (that is, electrons in excess
of positrons) per nucleon. In what follows, we will assume
for simplicity that the electron fraction is ÐxedY
e
(dY
e
\ 0)
since it changes very slowly on the timescale of other
nuclear reactions that are occurring, and we will drop the
““ nuclear ÏÏ on the sum in equation (3).
The tendency of an system in contact with a heat bath at
temperature T is to evolve to a condition of minimum free
energy. For the nucleosynthetic system, this is nuclear sta-
tistical equilibrium. In this case, the free energy is stationary
under any inÐnitesimal rearrangement of the abundances
Y
i
:
;
i
k
i
NSE dY
i
\ 0 , (4)
where is the chemical potential of the species i in NSE.k
i
NSE
Subtracting from withequation (4) equation (3) dY
e
\ 0
yields
df\;
i
(k
i
[ k
i
NSE)dY
i
. (5)
Because the nuclear species are nonrelativistic and nonde-
generate under nearly all conditions relevant for nucleo-
synthesis, the appropriate chemical potential is that for an
ideal Boltzmann gas :
k
i
\ m
i
c2] kT ln
CoNA Yi
G
i
A 2n+2
m
i
kT
B3@2D
, (6)
where and are the mass and partition function ofm
i
G
ispecies i, respectively, c is the speed of light, k is Bolt-
zmannÏs constant, o is the mass density, is AvogadroÏsNAnumber, and 2n+ is PlanckÏs constant. Since we compare
abundances at the same temperature and density, equation
becomes(5)
df\ kT ;
i
ln (Y
i
/Y
i
NSE)dY
i
. (7)
This equation elegantly summarizes the second law for
nucleosynthetic systems. It clearly shows that the system
will tend to evolve toward the state in which all abundances
are given by their NSE values. The change contributesdY
ito the requirement df¹ 0 by increasing if andY
i
Y
i
\Y
i
NSE
by decreasing ifY
i
Y
i
[Y
i
NSE .
2.2. Quasi-Equilibrium
The minimum free energy state of a nucleosynthetic
system is subject to certain constraints. First, the total
number of nucleons in the system is Ðxed. This is equivalent
to the requirement that the sum of the mass fractions of all
nuclear species must be unity :
;
i
A
i
Y
i
\ 1 , (8)
where is the mass number of species i. Also, since we haveA
itaken to be Ðxed, charge neutrality requiresY
e
;
i
Z
i
Y
i
\ Y
e
, (9)
where is the proton number of species i. It is convenientZ
ito subtract from to obtain theequation (9) equation (8)
separate, but not independent, constraint that
;
i
N
i
Y
i
\ 1 [ Y
e
. (10)
This constraint is simply the requirement that the total
number of neutrons per nucleon is Ðxed, just as equation (9)
is the constraint that the total number of protons per
nucleon is Ðxed.
As suggested by the results in et al. QSE (asMeyer (1996),
we here deÐne it) is a minimum free energy state when the
number of nuclei di†ers from that demanded by NSE. We
must thus add a third constraint, namely, that the total
number of heavy nuclei is Ðxed. By heavy nuclei, weY
hmean nuclei with Aº 12. In practice, because the abun-
dances of all nuclear species other than neutrons (n),
protons (p), and alpha particles (a) with A\ 12 are typically
negligibly small, we write this constraint as
;
iEn, p, a
Y
i
\ Y
h
. (11)
We seek the abundances that minimize the free energy
subject to the three constraints.
Our goal is most easily achieved through the method of
Lagrange multipliers. We Ðrst deÐne three functions that
embody the three constraints :
g
p
\ Y
e
[ ;
i
Z
i
Y
i
, (12)
g
n
\ 1 [ Y
e
[ ;
i
N
i
Y
i
, (13)
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and
g
h
\ Y
h
[ ;
iEn, p, a
Y
i
. (14)
We accommodate these constraints with three Lagrange
multipliers : and The problem of Ðnding the abun-j
p
, j
n
, j
h
.
dances that minimize the free energy thus becomes that of
Ðnding the abundances for which the function f ] j
p
g
pis stationary and For this] j
n
g
n
] j
h
g
h
g
p
\ g
n
\ g
h
\ 0.
purpose, and are not variables, but constants charac-Y
e
Y
hterizing the solution. From equations and(3), (12), (13), (14),
we Ðnd
;
i/n, p, a
(k
i
[ Z
i
j
p
[ N
i
j
n
)dY
i
] ;
iEn, p, a
(k
i
[ Z
i
j
p
[ N
i
j
n
[ j
h
)dY
i
\ 0 . (15)
Because we have introduced three new as yet undetermined
parameters (the Lagrange multipliers), we may now vary
the abundances independently ; thus, each term in the sum
must separately be zero. For the neutrons, Z\ 0 and
N \ 1, so clearly Similarly, for protons, Z\ 1 andj
n
\k
n
.
N \ 0, so These results thus require for the heavyj
p
\k
p
.
nuclei that
k
i
\ j
h
] Z
i
k
p
] N
i
k
n
. (16)
For the corresponding solution of NSE, the number of
heavy nuclei is not constrained so that thusj
h
\ 0 ;
k
i
NSE \ Z
i
k
p
NSE ] N
i
k
n
NSE . (17)
This is the well-known condition for NSE (see, e.g., Arnett
and allows for solution of the NSE abundances. Sub-1996)
tracting this equation from then yieldsequation (16)
k
i
[ k
i
NSE\ j
h
] Z
i
(k
p
[ k
p
NSE) ] N
i
(j
n
[ j
n
NSE) . (18)
With the deÐnition of the chemical potential in equation (6),
becomesequation (18)
ln (Y
i
/Y
i
NSE)\ j
h
/kT ] Z
i
ln (Y
p
/Y
p
NSE)] N
i
ln (Y
n
/Y
n
NSE) .
(19)
Solving for thus yieldsY
i
Y
i
\ ejh@kTR
p
Zi R
n
Ni Y
i
NSE , (20)
where and measure the over-R
p
\ Y
p
/Y
p
NSE R
n
\Y
n
/Y
n
NSE
abundance of free nucleons with respect to their NSE abun-
dances (presumed already known from T , o, and Y
e
).
Solution of the QSE abundances in thenequation (20)
requires Ðnding the three quantities and such thatj
h
, R
p
, R
nthe three constraints are satisÐed, that is, that g
p
\ g
n
\
g
h
\ 0.
usefully expresses the abundances of theEquation (20)
various species in QSE in terms of the NSE abundances.
The Lagrange multiplier clearly plays an important rolej
hin the QSE abundances. It has a natural interpretation,
which we present in the next subsection. For now, we note
that the ratio of abundances of two heavy nuclei in QSE can
be expressed in terms of their NSE ratio Arnett,(Woosley,
& Clayton et al.1973 ; Meyer 1996)
Y
j
Y
i
\ R
p
Zj~Zi R
n
Nj~Ni
AY
j
NSE
Y
i
NSE
B
. (21)
For completeness, we note that the abundance of alpha
particles within the QSE solution may also be found from
The result for exact QSE is simplyequation (15).
Ra \ Rp2Rn2 , (22)
where (see also et al.Ra \Ya/Y aNSE Meyer 1996).
2.3. Interpretation of j
h
In order to interpret we substitute intoj
h
, equation (19)
This yieldsequation (7).
df\ j
h
dY
h
] kT ;
i
ln (R
p
Zi R
n
Ni)dY
i
. (23)
For strict QSE, the sum in will be zero for anyequation (23)
rearrangement of abundances among nÏs, pÏs, or aÏs or
among the heavy nuclei. For example, the rearrangement
2p ] 2n ] a would give anddY
n
\ dY
p
dY
p
\[2dYa ;hence, using andZ
p
\ 1, N
p
\ 0, Z
n
\ 0, N
n
\ 1, Za \the sum isNa \ 2,
ln R
p
dY
p
] ln R
n
dY
n
] ln (R
p
2R
n
2)dYa
\ ([2 lnR
p
[ 2 lnR
n
] 2 lnR
p
] 2 lnR
n
)dYa\ 0 . (24)
In similar fashion, a rearrangement among the heavy
nuclei would be In thisi] (Z
j
[ Z
i
)p ] (N
j
[ N
i
)n ] j.
case, anddY
j
\[dY
i
, dY
p
\ [(Z
j
[ Z
i
)dY
j
, dY
n
\
and the sum again yields zero. In strict[(N
j
[ N
i
)dY
j
,
QSE, we therefore conclude
df \ j
h
dY
h
. (25)
By recalling we naturally associate the Lag-equation (2),
range multiplier with the chemical potential of heavyj
hnuclei taken as a whole :
j
h
\ k
h
. (26)
With this, the QSE abundances thus become
Y
i
\ ekh@kTR
p
Zi R
n
Ni Y
i
NSE . (27)
et al. pointed out that the dynamics of QSEMeyer (1996)
are governed by how the number of heavy nuclei evolves.
The number of heavy nuclei tends to evolve toward the
number that the system would have in NSE. The chemical
potential provides a more precise diagnostic for thek
hdynamics of the QSE because represents the free energyk
h““ cost ÏÏ of adding a heavy nucleus. If is zero, there is nok
hnet free energy loss or gain in adding a heavy nucleus. This
is NSE. If it is energetically advantageous for thek
h
\ 0,
system to add nuclei. As shows in this case, theequation (25)
system will increase the number of heavy nuclei in order to
decrease the free energy. The system will tend to destroy
heavy nuclei, however, if Here it ““ costs too much ÏÏk
h
[ 0.
to have so many nuclei. It is essential in these consider-
ations to note that the equilibrium among the heavy nuclei
means that they are all linked together into a single abun-
dance entity. For this reason, a single quantity, viz., k
h
,
conveniently (and fundamentally) characterizes its ener-
getics.
The chemical potential is not so convenient a param-k
heter when the heavy nuclei are not in QSE. We obtain ask
hpart of the global solution of the QSE (or NSE). When the
heavy nuclei are not in QSE, is a much more difficultk
hquantity to obtain or even deÐne. This is not surprising,
since in this case it makes little sense to think of the heavy
nuclei as all linked together. Nevertheless, as we shall see,
QSE is an excellent description of the abundances through-
out much of the expansion of matter from high temperature,
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and provides a valuable probe of the dynamics of thek
hQSE. On the other hand, the QSE approximation fails in
certain regards, and this failure provides us with important
insights. Even here, however, is an important diagnostick
hfor understanding how the system is evolving.
2.4. General T heory
In the previous subsections, we have developed the
theory of the most basic QSE, namely, the one with a con-
straint on the total number of heavy nuclei. It is, however,
quite straightforward to generalize the theory. For example,
in silicon burning two distinct QSE clusters developÈone
containing Si and one containing Ni Arnett, &(Woosley,
Clayton & Thielemann In this equilibrium,1973 ; Hix 1996).
the number of nuclei in cluster 1 and the number ofY
h1nuclei in cluster 2 are both constrained. This, however,Y
h2e†ectively adds only one constraint because and areY
h1 Y h2related by For this equilibrium, the con-Y
h
\Y
h1 ] Y h2.straints would be those from andequation (9), equation (10),
two constraints arising from the Ðxed number of nuclei in
each of the two clusters :
Y
h1 \ ;
i | cluster 1
Y
i
(28)
and
Y
h2 \ ;
i | cluster 2
Y
i
. (29)
The two constraints in equations and have replaced(28) (29)
the single constraint in The free energy mini-equation (11).
mization now requires four Lagrange multipliers : j
f
, j
g
,
and By operations similar to those in and byj
h1, jh2. ° 2.2,interpretation of and as in we now Ðndj
h1 jh2 ° 2.3,
Y
i
(1)\ ek1@kTR
p
Zi R
n
Ni Y
i
NSE (30)
and
Y
i
(2)\ ek2@kTR
p
Zi R
n
Ni Y
i
NSE , (31)
where the superscript (1) in refers to cluster 1equation (30)
and the superscript (2) in refers to cluster 2.equation (31)
The chemical potentials and play an exactly analo-k1 k2gous role to but for clusters 1 and 2, respectively.k
hThe procedure outlined above may be extended to
accommodate three, four, or any number of equilibrium
clusters. Each additional cluster adds a constraint on the
free energy minimum and introduces a new chemical poten-
tial to account for the energetics of the new cluster. Thus,
the theory presented here is completely general. It can
accommodate, for example, (n, c)-(c, n) equilibrium in the
r-process, where each cluster is simply the set of isotopes of
a given element in equilibrium under exchange of neutrons.
With this theoretical framework for QSE laid out, we
now turn to some applications to network calculations. In
what follows, we focus strictly on the basic QSE, that is, the
one developed in °° because it is the most essential2.2È2.3,
one for understanding the nuclear dynamics of matter
expanding from high temperature. We return to the ques-
tion of multiple equilibrium clusters in the Conclusion (° 6),
where we discuss the emergence of order in nucleosynthetic
systems.
3. NETWORK CALCULATIONS
In this section we present network calculations of the
nucleosynthesis occurring in matter expanding from high
temperature and density and an analysis of them in light of
our understanding of QSE.
3.1. Details of the Calculations
The nuclear network code is that described in etMeyer
al. We have made some improvements in it, however.(1996).
Most importantly, we now compute all reverse reaction
rates from detailed balance in a more consistent manner.
For example, & Fowler give reverse reac-Caughlan (1988)
tion ratios. Instead of using these reverse ratios, we now
compute them from our set of nuclear masses and nuclear
partition functions. In some cases, the reverse ratios we
compute di†er slightly from those presented in &Caughlan
Fowler Although the di†erences are typically small,(1988).
we gain internal consistency. Now the abundances govern-
ed by the nuclear rates (without weak interactions) evolve
into a steady state NSE that is precisely the same equi-
librium that we compute with our NSE subroutine. This
allows for much better comparison between the network
results and NSE and for more accurate computation of
QSE.
In the course of making these changes, we discovered
errors in matrix element assignments for two reactions.
These two matrix elements each contained one too many
powers of the density. While these reactions were minor,
they did have an e†ect on the timescale for establishment of
NSE. The consequence is that the pre-NSE phase, the phase
needed for establishment of NSE, is of much shorter dura-
tion than indicated by the results in et al. TheMeyer (1996).
main conclusions of et al. regarding 48Ca syn-Meyer (1996)
thesis are in no way altered by these errors, but the lesson is
that there are potential perils in comparing the results of
network evolutions with NSE. Nevertheless, there are great
advantages in such an exercise, for it is only by carefully
comparing the code to the NSE results that we were able to
uncover these errors in matrix element assignments. We
now compute all matrix elements automatically, which
eliminates the possibility of such errors.
The actual network is the same as in et al.Meyer (1996)
(see Table 1 of that paper for the nuclei included). This
network includes nearly all isotopes from the proton-drip to
neutron-drip lines for elements ranging from hydrogen to
tin. All calculations that we present here were param-
eterized in terms of constant photon-to-nucleon ratio /.
This quantity is
/\ 0.34 T 93
o5
, (32)
where K and cm~3)/105. Since all ofT9\T /109 o5\ o(gour calculations are constrained to constant /, it is clear
that throughout each expansion the density behaved as
o P T 3. It is useful to note that / is directly proportional to
the entropy per nucleon in photons. For this reason, /
increases monotonically with increasing s.
The other parameters in our expansions were the neutron
excess and the expansion timescale. Each calculation began
at with a chosen initial neutron excess WeT9\ 10 g0.began with a mixture of alpha particles and neutrons, but
the matter quickly attains NSE so that our results, for given
do not depend on the speciÐc choice of initial abun-g0,dances. During the course of each expansion, the neutron
richness changed due to electron capture and b` and b~
decay. We took the mass density to fall exponentially with
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the time during the expansion with an e-folding time given
by 0.2 s. The calculations ran until the neutron abundance
per nucleon fell below 10~30. By this point, the nuclear
reactions had frozen out.
We analyze a set of nine calculations. We chose to study
expansions with /\ 1.7, 6.8, and 17. These choices enable
comparison with the calculations of & Ho†manWoosley
For each /, we chose initial 0.10, and(1992). g0\ 0.03,0.1667. To clarify the behavior of each expansion, we
discuss in detail the expansion /\ 6.8 and First,g0\ 0.10.however, we explore the timescale necessary to achieve
NSE.
3.2. T imescale to Achieve NSE
We begin our analysis of our network calculations by
Ðnding the timescale needed to achieve NSE. Figure 1
shows and as functions of time at the very early stagesR
n
Raof the expansion with /\ 6.8 and Both of theseg0\ 0.10.quantities, though initially far from unity (their NSE
values), converge on unity within D1 ks. NSE is quickly
achieved. This conclusion is in contrast with the erroneous
Ðnding of a longer pre-NSE phase in et al. asMeyer (1996),
shown in their Figure 8. As mentioned above, the matrix
elements for two reactions on low-abundance species each
had an extra power of density, which made the timescale for
the network to achieve NSE incorrectly long.
The timescale of D1 ks to achieve NSE is also clear from
which shows as a function of time in theFigure 2, k
h
/kT
early stages of the expansion. Within about 1 ks, k
h
/kT
locks into a value of zero. This is the value in NSE. The
other expansions have similarly short timescales to get into
NSE. The practical consequence is that the matter quickly
attains NSE in all of our expansions, so that our results do
not depend on the speciÐc choice of initial abundances.
3.3. Details of the Reference Expansion
The reference calculation had /\ 6.8 and Forg0\ 0.10.each 10 time steps in this expansion, we computed NSE
from o, and the instantaneous value of in theT9, Yenetwork. From the NSE abundances and the instantaneous
value of we then computed the QSE abundances (seeY
h
, eq.
This allows fruitful comparison of the network abun-[27]).
FIG. 1.ÈPrompt relaxation of free nucleons and alpha particles to their
NSE values at This initial composition was taken as alpha par-T9\ 10.ticles plus enough neutrons to provide the neutron excess. andRa Rnmeasure the ratio of the true number densities to those obtained in NSE at
and o \ 5 ] 106 g cm~3. Evidently the network solution relaxesT9\ 10to the NSE values (R\ 1) within a microsecond. The free-proton ratio R
pclosely resembles R
n
.
FIG. 2.ÈPrompt relaxation of the chemical potential of heavy nuclei to
its NSE value at initial and o \ 5 ] 106 g cm~3. Because theT9\ 10initial abundances contained no heavy nuclei it is energetically advan-Y
h
,
tageous to create some, so that is initially negative. Within a micro-k
hsecond, however, also has relaxed to zero, its value in NSE. Figs. andk
h
1 2
taken together show that NSE is established within 10~6 s, which is 5
orders of magnitude faster than the expansion timescale. Interestingly, but
unimportantly, in the initial rush to create heavy nuclei the network Ðrst
makes a few too many C nuclei before the reverse Ñow from heavier nuclei
settles in, so that overshoots zero slightly and then relaxes back down tok
hequilibrium.
dances with NSE and QSE. It also provides a number of
useful diagnostics to help clarify the nuclear dynamics of
this expansion.
The Ðrst diagnostic is the mass fraction of alpha par-Xa,ticles, during the expansion. This is shown in Figure 3,
which gives for the network expansion, NSE, and QSE.XaIn this and subsequent Ðgures, the network solution (the
correct solution) is always the solid curve, the NSE solution
FIG. 3.ÈMass fraction of free alpha particles as the matter expands and
cools. In broad outline, the alpha-particle density Ðrst rises as the tem-
perature declines and later falls again to a Ðnal asymptotic value. Time is
related to temperature by Thermal conditions are con-t \ 0.6s ln (10/T9).strained to maintain constant photon-to-nucleon ratio /. The ““ true solu-
tion,ÏÏ as given by the complete nuclear network, is shown as a solid curve.
The alpha fraction in NSE at that T is the long-dashed curve, while the
QSE alpha fraction at T is shown as the dotted curve. All three solutions
are in exact agreement after the Ðrst microsecond down to T9\ 6.4(t \ 0.226 s). As falls below 6.4, the alpha density begins to exceed NSET9expectations by increasingly large factors, marking the breakdown of NSE.
The QSE solution, however, continues to track the true solution perfectly
down to near That interval, constitutes the QSET9\ 4. 6.4 [T9[ 4.0,phase of the expansion. For T below 4, the alpha particles remaining
cannot be captured fast enough to maintain QSE, however, so that QSE
breaks down below and ““ freezeout ÏÏ begins.T9\ 4
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is the long-dashed curve, and the QSE solution is the dotted
curve. The NSE tracks that of the network quite wellXafrom down to This is the NSE phase ofT9\ 10 T9B 6.4.the expansion. From this temperature on, the network and
NSE alpha mass fractions diverge. This is due to the fact
that the reactions assembling heavy nuclei from alpha par-
ticles are no longer fast enough to meet the demands of
NSE. Although the matter diverges from NSE below T9B6.4, it remains in QSE. This QSE phase lasts down to T9 B4, as shown by the fact that the QSE and network trackXaÏseach other down to this temperature. Finally, below T9B 4,the individual nuclear reactions are not fast enough to
maintain the QSE. The single, large QSE cluster breaks
down into a growing number of smaller QSE clusters.
Eventually these break down and the Ðnal freezeout occurs.
A key aspect of must be grasped : namely, theFigure 3
abundance is determined by a balance between theXacapture of alpha particles by the heavy nuclei and their
ejection from heavy nuclei. That steady state depends on the
number of heavy nuclei and their properties. The abun-
dance is not to be thought of as ““ an uncaptured residualXaof the initial excess.ÏÏ From the time that NSE is established
(10~6 s) until freezeout begins this steady state is(T9B 4),maintained by very fast reactions. If there were no expan-
sion and cooling on a much longer timescale and if there
were no change in the number of heavy nuclei also on a
much longer timescale, the value of at (forXa T9\ 5example) would remain Ðxed at the value shown in Figure 3.
The much slower cooling decreases the photoejection rates
of alpha particles and nucleons, so their free densities slowly
evolve their quasi-stationary values. This well-known pro-
perty of NSE also applies to QSE, as Ðrst formulated in the
simpler process of silicon burning et al.(Bodansky 1968).
The di†erence between the NSE and the QSE distributions
is to be found in the number of heavy nuclei that areY
hmaintaining this quasi-steady value of During the NSEXa.phase, that number is in equilibrium with the number ofY
halpha particles ; but during the QSE phase, that equilibrium
is not maintained, and the number of heavy nuclei (in this
particular case) is too few to satisfy NSE. We demonstrate
this in the next paragraph. But the free alpha density during
the QSE phase nonetheless remains in balance between the
rates of captures and ejections by whatever heavy nuclei Y
hdo exist. It is only during the ““ freezeout ÏÏ that the(T9\ 4)quasi-stationary nature of breaks down, after which theXaremaining alpha particles become potentially capable of
capture by the heavy nuclei. And it is only during that Ðnal
freezeout phase that the abundances change by capturing
some of the remaining particles. Furthermore, these same
considerations also apply to the free densities of nucleons,
as we display below. But Ðrst examine the crucial change in
the nature of It governs the evolution.Y
h
.
The shift to QSE from NSE occurs because the reactions
assembling heavy nuclei become too slow. This is evident in
which shows in the expansion. BelowFigure 4, Y
h
T9B 6.4,the network expansion comes to have too few nuclei relative
to the number that would be present in the corresponding
NSE. The quantity freezes out in the expansion atY
h
T9B 5.This is the temperature at which the a ] a ] n ] 9Be then
9Be(a, n)12C reaction sequence freezes out. Below T9\ 5,then, the expansion is characterized by a constant TheY
h
.
value of for the QSE is never di†erent from that in theY
hnetwork because the QSE is always computed from the
instantaneous in the network.Y
h
FIG. 4.ÈTotal number of heavy nuclei (C and greater) in the refer-Y
hence calculation. rises rapidly as the temperature falls, giving nucleiY
hmore stability. The true network solution and NSE values are in agreement
from the earliest microseconds (not displayed) down to whereT9\ 6.4,NSE begins to break down (see The sense of this breakdown is hereFig. 3).
that the network is unable to create enough nuclei to satisfy the expecta-
tions of NSE at lower T. The true levels o† early to an asymptotic value.Y
hThis situation is typical of high-entropy (high-/) expansions. The QSE
value of is exactly satisÐed by deÐnition, because the network solutionY
hfor is used to compute the QSE distribution UnderstandingY
h
(eq. [27]).
the evolution below becomes a matter of reliably calculating theT9\ 6.4value of Y
h
.
shows the average atomic number SZT andFigure 5
average mass SAT of heavy nuclei in the network expan-
sion, NSE, and QSE. The NSE and network SZT and SAT
track each other well down to at which point theT9B 6.4,network abundances are no longer in NSE. From this point
FIG. 5.ÈAverage atomic weight SAT and average atomic number SZT
of heavy nuclei (C and greater) in the reference calculation. Both rise
rapidly as the temperature falls below giving heavier nuclei increas-T9\ 7,ingly competitive stability. The true network solution and NSE values are
in agreement from the earliest microseconds down to where NSET9\ 6.4,begins to break down (see Figs. and The ““ true solution,ÏÏ as given by3 4).
the complete nuclear network, is shown as the solid curve. The average Z
and A in NSE at each T is again shown as the long-dashed curve, and the
QSE values are shown as the dotted curve. The QSE solution adopts the
true and apportions that number among isotopes according toY
h
(Fig. 4)
All three solutions are in exact agreement after the Ðrst micro-eq. (27).
second down to (t \ 0.226 s). As falls below 6.4, SAT and SZTT9\ 6.4 T9begin to exceed NSE expectations by increasingly large amounts, marking
the breakdown of NSE. The QSE solution, however, continues to track the
true solution perfectly down to near That interval,T9\ 4. 6.4[ T9[ 4.0,constitutes the QSE phase of the expansion. At lower T , during freezeout,
the nuclei would like to be still more massive, but the reactions remaining
are inadequate to maintain the QSE. This Ðgure shows that the average
size of heavy nuclei is well predicted by the QSE at the freezeout tem-
perature because the freezeout reactions are unable to change it.T9\ 4Only certain individual nuclei are altered during freezeout.
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on, the nuclei in the network are larger on average than
those in the corresponding NSE. This is because in the
network expansion there are fewer heavy nuclei than in
NSE, and they are in the presence of an overabundance of
light particles relative to NSE. This shifts the abundances
toward heavier mass as prescribed by the still valid QSE.
The network abundances eventually diverge from QSE. At
low temperature, the average charge and mass of the QSE
nuclei become greater than for the network nuclei. In this
phase of the expansion, commonly called the freezeout, the
nuclear reactions that increase SZT and SAT become too
slow, thereby preventing the network from keeping up with
the QSE. Note, however, that the mean heavy nucleus
hardly changes at all during the remaining time ; only the
unreachable expectations of QSE change as the tem-
perature falls.
shows during the expansion. Its deviationFigure 6 k
h
/kT
from zero measures the divergence of the QSE from the
NSE. The chemical potential remains accurately k
h
/kT \ 0
down to conÐrming that this is the NSE phase.T9 B 6.4,Below this temperature, however, the chemical potential of
the heavy nuclei, that is, the free energy ““ cost ÏÏ of adding
another heavy nucleus, becomes increasingly negative. The
system strongly favors any transformation that would
decrease its free energy, so it strongly favors adding another
heavy nucleus. The problem is that the timescale to do this
is too long. As the expansion continues, the number of
heavy nuclei diverges even further from that demanded by
NSE, so the potential gain to the system by adding heavy
nuclei becomes even greater. At the same time, however, the
timescale to assemble heavy nuclei becomes even longer.
From this energetics point of view, the network expansion
vastly di†ers from NSE at the end of the QSE phase.T9 B 4,shows the mass fractions of neutrons andFigure 7
protons during the expansion compared to their NSE and
QSE values. In agreement with the other diagnostics of this
expansion, we see that NSE is maintained in the network
down to and QSE is maintained down toT9B 6.4, T9B 4.
FIG. 6.ÈChemical potential of the heavy nuclei (which exist in QSE
above as temperature falls during the reference calculation. DownT9\ 4)to almost that value is which is appropriate for the NSE.T9\ 6, kh\ 0,After NSE breaks down at however, the value of becomesT9\ 6.4, khincreasingly negative. ““ Negative cost ÏÏ for assembly of a heavy nucleus
means that during that QSE phase, the distribution would welcome more
nuclei on energetic grounds ; however, the inability to rapidly increase Y
hconstrains the solution to the QSE distribution. As T declines, the ener-
getic distance of the QSE from the NSE continues to grow. This reÑects the
increasing importance of the Lagrangian constraint in and thej
h
eq. (26)
subsequent variational statement The decline of the free energy(eq. [25]).
is throttled by constriction in the rate of growth of(eq. [25]) Y
h
.
FIG. 7.ÈMass fractions of free nucleons in the reference expansion are
compared with their NSE (long-dashed curve) and QSE (dotted curve)
values. The QSE values take the value of from the network calculation.Y
hLong after the NSE has broken down, it just happens that the free NSE
densities pass through the true densities as the QSE approaches freezeout.
That coincidence does not place the assembly near NSE; indeed, the alpha-
particle density is very far from NSE at that time, as is the heavy(Fig. 3)
element distribution. Other curious features, such as the NSE and QSE
solutions lying on opposite sides from the true solution, are understand-
able.
These free nucleons are maintained by a quasi-stationary
balance between capture and ejection by the heavy nuclei,
just as in the case of in This explains why bothXa Figure 3.and approach values near 10~5 at freezeout. TheX
n
X
pbinding energies of protons and neutrons are nearly equal
in the dominant heavy nuclei (e.g., 62Ni).
Of perhaps even greater interest is the question of the
equilibrium among neutrons, protons, and alpha particles.
shows the quantity as a functionFigure 8 R\RaRn~2Rp~2of the temperature during the expansion. This ratio R is not
to be confused with R measures how well theRa\ Ya/Y aNSE .neutrons and protons are in equilibrium with the alpha
particles. A strict QSE requires that R be unity, which it is
in this expansion down to the freezeout of the equilibrium
among the neutrons, protons, and alpha particles beginning
at The equality R\ 1 is maintained by numerousT9 B 3.4.fast reaction cycles of the form 62Ni(p, c)63Cu(n, c)64Cu(n,
c)65Cu (p, a)62Ni and their inverses. Below thoseT9B 3.4,cycles become too slow in their consumption of alpha par-
ticles. At temperatures immediately below there-T9\ 3.4,fore, the system comes to have too many alpha particles.
We turn Ðnally to the abundances of heavy nuclei in the
expansion. shows X(62Ni), the mass fraction ofFigure 9
62Ni in the network expansion compared to the corre-
sponding NSE and QSE values. 62Ni is, after the alpha
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FIG. 8.ÈQuasi-equilibrium among the densities of free protons, neu-
trons, and alpha particles is measured by the ratio WhenR\ RaRp~2 Rn~2 .R\ 1, the reactions converting nucleons to alpha particles proceed at the
same rate as the reactions converting alpha particles to nucleons. This
relates their QSE densities. This aspect of QSE is maintained accurately
down to below the breakdown of the QSE by other measures ofT9\ 3.4,it. One consequence of this balance of rates in QSE is that all free particles
contribute equally to the evolution of abundance distributions, so that no
class of reactions can be singled out as carrying the Ñow.
particles, the most abundant species at the end of this par-
ticular calculation. Its network abundance is well tracked
by NSE down to and by QSE down to inT9B 6.4 T9B 4,agreement with the previous diagnostics. An important
semantic point attends the increasingly large excess of 62Ni
over its NSE value during the temperature decline from
to One sometimes hears this attributed toT9\ 6 T9\ 4.““ capture of alpha particles ÏÏ by the NSE distribution ; but
that is incorrect. That hump reÑects the evolution of the
FIG. 9.ÈEvolution of the abundance by mass fraction of one signiÐcant
nucleus, 62Ni, during the reference expansion. The solid curve again rep-
resents the true solution, with the long-dashed and dotted curves rep-
resenting, respectively, the NSE and QSE abundance. The QSE abundance
adopts the true value for This abundant nucleus represents more thanY
h
.
10% of the matter as the QSE approaches freezeout. The NSE abundance
fails badly, but the QSE abundance is accurate down to QuiteT9\ 3.8.evidently, the true Ðnal abundance of this and other abundant nuclei are
well represented by their QSE abundances near freezeout, ThisT9\ 4.huge QSE distortion of the abundance was discovered by et al.Meyer
who showed (their Fig. 3) just the opposite distortion for 48Ca as(1996),
that seen here for 62Ni. At a time when the NSE distribution shows large
quantities of both 48Ca and 62Ni, the QSE in the presence of an excess of
light particles (relative to NSE) shifts the 48Ca mass downward while it
drives the 62Ni mass upward (shown here).
QSE. The QSE value of X(62Ni) later falls precipitously
away from the true solution below This happensT9B 4.because the QSE abundance distribution shifts to even
higher mass nuclei. Of course, in this freezeout phase, the
network cannot keep up, and the actual 62Ni mass fraction
drops by only D40% before it freezes out. Interestingly, the
NSE mass fraction of 62Ni eventually surpasses that of the
network for very low temperature. This reÑects the fact that
this isotope is among the most strongly bound isotopes
with the of the system at those conditions, so it becomesY
eincreasingly favored in NSE as the temperature declines
further. This point, however, is not physically relevant
because during the dynamic expansion, NSE became a poor
description of the actual abundances long before these low
temperatures were reached. Of much greater physical rele-
vance is the question of the modiÐcation of the QSE abun-
dances during freezeout. The QSE abundances at the
beginning of freezeout give the actual Ðnal abun-(T9\ 4)dance to D40% accuracy. Admittedly, higher entropy or
neutron richness would lead to less accuracy because of
greater freezeout modiÐcations. Nevertheless, factor of 2
accuracy is often sufficient for many applications, and there
is a possibility that useful estimates of abundance yields
from QSE freezeouts can be easily made if we have a rea-
sonable guess for We return to this question inY
h
. ° 5.
As a Ðnal consideration, we present the evolution of the
elemental abundance distribution during the expansion in
At the network and NSE abundancesFigure 10. T9\ 5.85,have only begun to diverge. The dotted QSE curve overlaps
the network solution and cannot be seen. By T9 \ 4.03,nearing the end of the QSE phase of the expansion,
however, the network and NSE abundances are greatly dif-
ferent, with the network abundances dominated by much
larger nuclei than NSE. The QSE abundances remain
exactly correct within the accuracy of this Ðgure and still do
not show up independently. Notice especially the huge sec-
ondary Sr peak, which is correctly given by QSE but totally
absent in NSE. By the network is no longer ableT9\ 3.84,to keep up with the QSE. The nuclei in QSE ask to have
slightly larger charges on average than nuclei in the
network, but the reaction rates can no longer oblige. By
the network abundance distribution has frozenT9\ 2.08,out with nuclei lower in charge on average than those in
QSE; but the QSE is no longer physically relevant at
that low temperature. This in fact was already evident in
Figure 5.
The panels of reveal the emergence of orderFigure 10
from disorder. They demonstrate a system Ðnding its own
rules for establishing order. Order appears as a residual
imposed by the twin temporal evolutions, expansion and
cooling. The self-organization of populations into ordered
arrays in the face of complex circumstances again calls to
mind the quotation from given in theKau†man (1995)
Introduction To grasp the point most easily, we ask(° 1).
the reader to examine the Sr abundance peak that has
emerged in the panel of and thatT9\ 4.03 Figure 10remains to the end. Such a huge abundance peak is totally
absent in NSE distributions at all temperatures. Recall in
this regard that NSE abundances are disordered abun-
dances. An NSE distribution is maximally disorganized
thermostatistically, analogous to maximal disordering of
the Maxwell-Bolzmann distribution of ion velocities. NSE
disorder exists initially in our calculations, but by T9\ 4.03it has disappeared, and the new population includes the
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FIG. 10.ÈComparison of the true heavy-element abundance distribution with the NSE (long-dashed curves) and the QSE (dotted curves) distributions
within the reference expansion are shown. At the NSE distribution has just deviated noticeably from the true distribution for the Ðrst time. TheT9\ 5.85,QSE distribution cannot be seen because it overlaps the true distribution perfectly. This time lies squarely in the QSE regime (see Figs. and The true3, 4, 5).
distribution has begun to have more of the most massive nuclei shown and fewer of the least massive ones, a trend that subsequently intensiÐes. AtT9\ 4.03,the NSE distribution deviates greatly from the true one, whereas the QSE solution is still so exact that it cannot be seen atop the true distribution. Not only
are the heavy nuclei much heavier than the NSE mean, but an entire secondary peak at Z\ 38 has appeared. Even though the freezeout of the QSE is about
to begin, its solution is exact at this time. At the QSE distribution has just deviated noticeably from the true one for the Ðrst time. Freezeout hasT9\ 3.84,begun, and the abundances are close to their Ðnal values. QSE is a good estimator of the abundance distribution. At the abundance distribution isT9\ 2.08,essentially frozen and di†ers in only subtle ways from that at viz., the Z\ 30 subpeak came up relative to the main nickel peak ; the Z\ 32 and 34T9\ 3.84 ;subpeaks came up even more, owing to freezeout capture of free light particles ; and the Sr peak squared up a bit owing to freezeout captures predominantly
of protons. The QSE distribution (short-dashed curve) at this temperature is now quite irrelevant, Ðtting poorly, because the freezeout reactions cannot keep
pace with QSEÏs demands. NSE is even more irrelevant.
persistent Sr peak. The panel distribution di†ersT9\ 4.03greatly from the long dashes, which show NSEÏs disorder.
The Sr peak displays order also according to the common
usage. Those nuclei are not broadly spread out but stand
together at Z\ 38, 39, 40 like Stonehenge bluestones. It
would be as if the nearly Maxwellian ion energies were
accompanied by a hugely overpopulated group at, say, 3.8È
4.0 kT!
We speak allegorically not out of poetic license but for
the sake of communicating the sense in which order
appears. It is the QSE concept and its governor thatY
henable us to comprehend that evolutionary emergence.
Additional order appears as that QSE in turn freezes out,
such as the large increase in the Z\ 30, 32, 34 nuclei rela-
tive to the Z\ 28 maximum during the transition from
when QSE has itself broken down andT9\ 3.84È2.08,additional constraints appear on the free energy minimum.
Indeed, for even larger values of entropy and neutron rich-
ness, the extra layer of order emerging from QSE break-
down is no less than the ordered heavy nuclei of the
r-process.
3.4. Other Expansions
The reference expansion presented in the previous sub-
section illustrated many of the key points surrounding QSE
nucleosynthesis. Nevertheless, we gain further insight by
also considering the results of our eight other expansions
calculated with di†ering initial combinations of and /.g0Our nine survey expansions utilized 0.10, 0.1667)g0 \ (0.03,and /\ (1.7, 6.8, 17).
shows the evolution of for all nine expan-Figure 11 Y
hsions. In this Ðgure, each panel shows the results for given /
(as labeled) but with (solid curve),g0\ 0.03 g0\ 0.10(dashed curve), and (dotted curve). Comparisong0\ 0.1667of the three panels makes one point clear : lower / expan-
sions produce more heavy nuclei. This is a consequence of
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FIG. 11.ÈAbundance of heavy nuclei during each of the nine expan-
sions. The line types are for (solid curve), (dashedg0\ 0.03 g0\ 0.1000curve), and (dotted curve). Lower / expansions produce moreg0\ 0.1667heavy nuclei. Lower / means that the NSE shift from an abundance dis-
tribution favoring light particles to one favoring heavy nuclei occurs at a
higher temperature. A lower / also means the density is higher and, conse-
quently, the three-body reactions assembling heavy nuclei are more rapid
for a given temperature. Also, more neutron-rich expansions tend to make
more nuclei because of the greater efficacy of the reaction sequence
through 9Be. The expansions typically make fewer heavyg0\ 0.1667nuclei than the expansions. This is deceptive, however, becauseg0\ 0.1000the mass of the heavy nuclei in former expansions is greater (see Fig. 12).
This translates into a greater mass fraction in heavy nuclei for the
expansions.g0\ 0.1667
two e†ects. First, the NSE shift from an abundance distribu-
tion favoring light nuclei (n, p, a) to one favoring heavy
nuclei occurs at higher temperature for lower /. Because /
is the number of photons per nucleon, the larger is / for a
given density, the greater is the temperature and the associ-
ated photodisintegration rate of nuclei and, consequently,
the lower is the abundance of heavy nuclei. A later shift to
heavy nuclei will give the system less time to assemble heavy
nuclei. Second, larger / corresponds to a lower density for a
given temperature. Because the three-body reactions that
assemble heavy nuclei have timescalesP o~2, larger /Ïs
correspond to slower reactions assembling heavy nuclei and
thus to production of fewer heavy nuclei. These nucleo-
synthesis e†ects are analogous to recombination of ionized
hydrogen. Larger / expansions would produce more light
particles (electrons) because the equilibrium shift from ions
and electrons to neutral atoms occurs at lower temperature
than for smaller /, and, once the shift takes place, larger /
means a lower density and a lower recombination rate.
Other aspects of deserve comment. LargerFigure 11 g0yields more heavy nuclei. More neutron-rich systems utilize
a more efficacious reaction sequence a ] a ] n ] 9Be fol-
lowed by 9Be(a, n)12C. This sequence allows more of the
mass to assemble into heavy nuclei than could be achieved
by triple-a alone. It does not follow, however, that larger g0necessarily yields more heavy nuclei. Although the solid
curve yields the smallest in each panel, the largest g doesY
hnot always yield the greatest This is evident in theY
h
.
/\ 6.8 panel. Here the expansion ended upg0\ 0.1667with fewer heavy nuclei than the(Y
h
\ 1.16] 10~2) g0\0.10 expansion The nuclei in the(Y
h
\ 1.23] 10~2). g0\0.1667 expansion, however, were considerably larger
(SAT \ 85.8) than those in the expansiong0\ 0.10(SAT \ 73.6), as evident from Therefore, theFigure 12.
expansion yielded a larger mass fraction ofg0\ 0.1667 Xhheavy nuclei than the expansion(X
h
\ 0.995) g0\ 0.10Increased neutron richness especially helps(X
h
\ 0.905).
the rate of growth of at early time, as is visible in all threeY
hpanels above A Ðnal aspect of is thatT9\ 6. Figure 11 Yhcontinues to grow slowly for some of the expansions, at
least down to This is especially evident for theT9\ 2./\ 6.8, and the /\ 17, expansions.g0\ 0.03 g0\ 0.1667The former expansion has such a large number of free alpha
particles at low temperature that the triple-a reaction con-
tinues at a nonnegligible rate. For the latter expansion, a
large number of free alpha particles and neutrons is present
at low temperature, so the reaction sequence through 9Be
continues.
shows the evolution of the average atomicFigure 12
number SZT and average mass number SAT of the heavy
nuclei for all nine expansions. The line types in each panel
indicate the neutron richness of each expansion, as in
From this Ðgure it is evident that for givenFigure 11. g0,larger / expansions give larger nuclei. The QSE concept
explains that, simply, larger / corresponds to a greater
abundance of free nucleons, which shifts the QSE abun-
dances to greater mass.
Also noteworthy in is the increase with ofFigure 12 g0the average mass of nuclei for each /. This important
feature for supernova nucleosynthesis was Ðrst recognized
by & Ho†man As we discuss in more detailWoosley (1992).
in however, their explanation of this in terms of (a, n)-° 4,
reactions carrying Ñow to higher mass is misleading. The
more correct explanation relies on the QSE nature of the
expansions and the underlying nuclear physics. Figure 13
shows the binding energy per nucleon of the most bound
isotope for each element in three di†erent ranges of neutron
richness in the nucleus. It is important to note that g in this
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FIG. 12.ÈAverage atomic number (SZT) and mass number (SAT)
during each of the nine expansions. As in the line types are forFig. 11,
(solid curve), (dashed curve), and (dottedg0\ 0.03 g0\ 0.1000 g0\ 0.1667curve). Larger / expansions tend to produce larger nuclei. In the QSE
phases of these expansions, the nuclei are in the presence of an excess
(relative to NSE) of light particles. This tends to shift the nuclei upward in
mass. Also clear is the fact that more neutron-rich expansions produce
larger nuclei. For nuclei with small neutron excesses, iron-group nuclei are
more Ðt in competing for abundance in equilibrium because of their strong
nuclear binding. This ““ Ðtness ÏÏ advantage lessens as the neutron excess of
the nuclei grows (see For this reason, large-mass nuclei competeFig. 13).
favorably for abundance in neutron-rich expansions. Notice the miniÈr-
process occurring at the end of the /\ 17, expansion leadingg0\ 0.1667to an increase in the average mass number as drops below 3.T9
Ðgure is not the neutron richness of the system but rather
(N [ Z)/A for each isotope. For isotopes with g \ (N [ Z)/
A in the range 0.0 \ g \ 0.05, the maximum binding is
sharply peaked around 54Fe and 58Ni. Isotopes with
FIG. 13.ÈBinding energy per nucleon for isotopes whose neutron
excess (i.e., nuclear g) lies in the indicated range. Only the most tightly
bound isotope in the given nuclear g range for each element is shown. For
isotopes with neutron excesses between 0.00 and 0.05, Fe and Ni isotopes
dominate the binding energy per nucleon curve. That is why these isotopes
dominate the equilibrium abundance for low-g expansions, no matter what
the entropy. For increasing nuclear g, isotopes of elements with Z\ 35È40
have binding energies per nucleon comparable to those of the Fe and Ni.
That is why these nuclei compete e†ectively for abundance in QSE in
neutron-rich expansions.
ZB 40 are more than 0.1 MeV per nucleon less bound than
those Fe and Ni isotopes. For example, 80Sr is 0.16 MeV
per nucleon less bound than 54Fe. As we look at more
neutron-rich nuclei, however, the ZB 40 isotopes become
more tightly bound relative to the Fe and Ni isotopes. For
0.08\ g \ 0.12 nuclei, 90Zr is only 0.074 MeV per nucleon
less bound than 62Ni, the most bound isotope in this g
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range. For 0.15\ g \ 0.20 nuclei, 86Kr is only 0.028 MeV
per nucleon less bound than 66Ni, the most bound isotope
for this g range. The consequence of this nuclear fact is that,
in a QSE, elements with Z\ 35È40 can compete favorably
with those in the Z\ 26È30 range if the system is neutron
rich enough to have large g isotopes present.
Before leaving we note the behavior of SAT forFigure 12,
the /\ 17, expansion at low temperature. Theg0\ 0.1667rise near represents the QSE establishment of theT9\ 5““ Sr peak,ÏÏ as in As drops below 2.7, moreover,Figure 10. T9SAT rises again by about Ðve or six units. This is a brief
r-process phase of this expansion. The reduced density of
thermal gamma rays allows a Ðnal Ñurry of neutron cap-
tures, with little associated increase in SZT by b~ decay. At
so each nucleus captures on averageT9\ 2.7, Y n/Yh \ 5.53,roughly Ðve neutrons during the Ðnal freezeout. A more
extreme entropy or neutron richness would lead to a larger
neutron-to-seed ratio and a more robust r-process.
shows the elemental abundances for all nine ofFigure 14
the expansions at a common reference temperature, T9\4.5, a point late in the QSE phase of each expansion. These
abundance distributions were calculated with the full reac-
tion network ; however, they also match the QSE distribu-
tion well, as was demonstrated in They reÑect theFigure 10.
underlying nuclear physics already illustrated in Figure 13.
As in Figures and the line type indicates the initial11 12,
neutron richness of the expansion. First we call attention to
the fact that for all three /Ïs, the abundance dis-g0\ 0.03tribution is always peaked in the Fe-Ni region. This is true
even for /\ 17, although the extreme photon-to-nucleon
ratio here gives a sufficiently large abundance of free
nucleons that a small abundance peak at Sr appears. For
this neutron richness, only isotopes with nuclear gÏs in the
range of the top panel in are highly populated.Figure 13
The sharp peak in the binding energy per nucleon in the
Fe-Ni region for isotopes within this range of nuclear gÏs
ensures that only these elements have large abundances in
QSE: they have a great ““ Ðtness ÏÏ advantage over other
species. For the dashed curves having the systemg0\ 0.10,is neutron rich enough to allow population of isotopes with
larger nuclear gÏs. Thus, for /\ 6.8 or 17, for which a large
enough QSE abundance of free nucleons is present, a sig-
niÐcant abundance of these elements builds up. In fact, for
/\ 17, the abundance distribution is dominated by Kr. By
contrast, the /\ 1.7, expansion does not haveg0\ 0.1667enough free nucleons to shift many nuclei from Ni to the Sr
region.
For the dotted curves in havingFigure 14, g0\ 0.1667,we see an extraordinary range of abundance distributions.
For /\ 1.7, 66Ni is the most abundant species, and 68Ni
comes in second. This is not surprising, since the Ni iso-
topes are so tightly bound. Remarkably, however, 48Ca is in
third. This expansion has a sufficiently low abundance of
free nucleons, and 48Ca is only 0.073 MeV per nucleon less
bound than 66Ni, that this low-Z species competes favor-
ably with higher Z isotopes. The large 48Ca abundance
survives in this expansion because the system ends up with
too many nuclei relative to NSE. As discussed in detail in
our previous paper et al. this fact points to(Meyer 1996),
certain Type Ia supernovae as the source of this isotope. By
contrast, the /\ 6.8 abundance distribution is dominated
by Kr. This expansion has sufficiently high entropy that at
this time it has too few nuclei relative to NSE. The situation
is even more extreme for /\ 17. Interestingly, Se (Z\ 34)
FIG. 14.ÈElemental abundances for the nine expansions at aT9\ 4.5,point late in the QSE phase of each expansion. As in Figs. and the11 12,
line types are for (solid curve), (dashed curve), andg0\ 0.03 g0\ 0.1000(dotted curve). For all three /Ïs, the expansion abun-g0\ 0.1667 g0\ 0.03dances are dominated by Fe and Ni. For more neutron-rich expansions,
other elements can dominate the abundances. For the low-entropy
/\ 1.7, neutron-rich expansion, Ni isotopes dominate, butg0\ 0.166748Ca is also highly abundant. This abundant 48Ca survives because the
expansion ends with too many nuclei compared to NSE. For larger-/
expansions, larger-Z elements can have substantial abundances in QSE if
the matter is neutron rich enough (see Fig. 13).
and Kr (Z\ 36) share the abundances roughly equally.
This is a surprise, since the less neutron-rich expansion with
and /\ 17 has larger charge isotopes in the(g0\ 0.10)QSE than does It is also perhaps surprising ong0\ 0.1667.nuclear grounds ; however, it can be understood by the QSE
concept and the ways in which the free-particle densities
depend upon neutron richness. The N \ 50 isotones 84Se
and 86Kr dominate the elemental abundances. 84Se is 0.053
MeV per nucleon less bound than 86Kr. Nevertheless, 84Se
is highly abundant because the expansion isg0\ 0.1667
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neutron rich and must accommodate more neutron-rich
species than the expansion. The QSE chooses thisg0\ 0.10distribution over one dominated by more neutron-rich Kr
isotopes because of the strong N \ 50 binding for 84Se.
Figures and show the extent of the QSE at15, 16, 17
for all nine expansions. Nuclides marked by aT9\ 4.5circle (open or Ðlled) have a mass fraction greater than
FIG. 15.ÈExtent of the QSE in the neutron numberÈproton number
plane for /\ 1.7 and the indicated at The boundaries of theg0Ïs T9\ 4.5.nuclear network are shown as the solid curves. The intersection of the two
dotted lines indicates the most abundant heavy isotope. Any nuclide
marked by a circle has a mass fraction greater than 10~20. If the circle is
Ðlled, that nuclide is in QSE with the most abundant species. The extent of
the QSE is large for all three The more neutron-rich expansions haveg0Ïs.clusters shifted to more neutron-rich isotopes to accommodate the greater
excess of neutrons. The QSE clusters in the more neutron-rich expansions
also are greater in extent in Z, reÑecting the more uniform binding energy
per nucleon for di†erent elements (see in neutron-rich systems.Fig. 13)
FIG. 16.ÈSame as but for /\ 6.8. The general trends inFig. 15, Fig. 15
are also present here. Also noteworthy is the fact that a Kr, rather than a
Ni or Fe, isotope dominates the abundance for the This factg0\ 0.1667.was already apparent in and reÑects the strong binding of neutron-Fig. 14
rich Kr isotopes relative to comparably neutron-rich Fe and Ni isotopes.
10~20 at Filled circles show nuclides in QSE withT9\ 4.5.the most abundant isotope, itself indicated by the intersec-
tion of the dotted lines. Our criterion for an isotope i being
in QSE with the most abundant species is that 0.9¹
where k is the index of the most(Y
i
/Y
i
QSE)/(Y
k
/Y
k
QSE) ¹ 1.1,
abundant species, and the QSE abundances are found from
In all nine cases, the QSE cluster includingequation (27).
the most abundant species is large.
These Ðgures contain three other noteworthy features.
First, for given /, a larger shifts the QSE cluster to moreg0neutron-rich nuclei because the system must accommodate
the extra neutrons. Second, for /\ 1.7, the dominant
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FIG. 17.ÈSame as but for /\ 17. Again, the more neutron-richFig. 15,
expansions have QSE clusters shifted to more neutron-rich isotopes.
Remarkably, the QSE cluster is rather limited in its extent ing0\ 0.1667Z. This results from the freezing out of the QSE. New heavy nuclei are still
forming from the abundant alpha particles and are still moving up to the
QSE peak at Se. The nearly divergenceless Ñow from C to Zn is not as
rapid as required by the QSE, however, and the isotopes in that range have
become overabundant relative to the QSE (see Fig. 18).
isotope in the QSE cluster is always one of Fe or Ni. For
/\ 6.8 or 17, however, the dominant isotope can be a Kr
or Se isotope if the matter is neutron rich enough. As pre-
viously seen in the greater the nuclear g, the moreFigure 13,
e†ectively higher charge elements compete for abundance in
QSE, especially when the number of heavy nuclei falls short
of that in the corresponding NSE. Third, for /\ 1.7 and
6.8, the greater the neutron richness, the more extensive in Z
is the QSE cluster. Again, reference to helps toFigure 13
explain this. The Ñatness of the binding energy per nucleon
versus Z curve for the more neutron-rich nuclei means that
there are less severe binding energy di†erences among these
nuclei. This allows reverse reactions carrying nuclei to
lower nuclear charge to proceed sufficiently rapidly to
maintain the QSE. By contrast, for less neutron-rich nuclei,
large nuclear binding occurs over a more limited range of Z,
which in turn limits the range of the QSE by restricting the
range over which reverse reactions (of any kind) occur suffi-
ciently rapidly.
The exception to this last point occurs for the three
/\ 17 expansions. Here the QSE cluster rangeg0\ 0.1667is more limited than those in the other two expansions. The
cause of this is the freezing out from the QSE. Figure 18
shows elemental abundances for the /\ 17, g0\ 0.1667expansion during the evolution from toT9\ 5.5 T9\ 4.5.At the network abundances (solid curve) and theT9\ 5.5,QSE abundances (dotted curve) agree well over the entire
range in atomic number, and both di†er greatly from the
NSE distribution (dashed curve). The broad, Ñat QSE dis-
tribution reÑects the broad, Ñat binding energy per nucleon
curve in including the peak at 66Ni and the sharpFigure 13,
cuto†s below Z\ 20 and above Z\ 38. As the temperature
falls, the QSE distribution moves to higher charge nuclei
because the increasingly large excess of light particles rela-
tive to their NSE abundances allows the higher charge
nuclei to compete more e†ectively for high abundance. The
network distribution manages to keep pace with these
changes until falls below 5.0. At this point, the abun-T9dances of protons and alpha particles falls to a sufficiently
low level that they cannot shift upward the nuclei with
as rapidly as QSE demands. The assembly of newZ[ 28
heavy nuclei (see compounds this e†ect by provid-Fig. 11)
ing a current of new nuclei moving upward toward the
Se-Kr peak. We will discuss this current in By° 5. T9\ 4.5,elements below Ga no longer belong to the QSE cluster
containing Se and Kr. The pattern of the networkÏs abun-
dance distribution is remarkable. The QSE and network
abundances are in nearly perfect agreement for Zº 32, but
the low-Z tail of the network distribution falls o† much less
steeply than that of the QSE. At this point in the expansion,
a nearly divergenceless nuclear Ñow carries newly
assembled nuclei from C up to the large QSE peak. Because
the steady nuclear Ñow is given by a reaction cross section
times an abundance, and since the cross sections decrease
exponentially with increasing Z, abundances must increase
exponentially with Z, as they do in forFigure 18 T9\ 4.5.The jaggedness in the network abundance distribution
results from the odd-even e†ect in nuclear binding.
The QSE and network elemental abundances also
diverge above ZB 43 for This again results fromT9\ 4.5.the lack of sufficient protons to carry nuclei to higher
charge. Despite the divergence of the network and QSE
abundances for this expansion, it should be clear that the
QSE distribution provides a excellent approximation to the
most abundant species at Indeed, all nine expan-T9\ 4.5.sions are well approximated by QSE at this temperature.
The solid curve in shows the elemental abun-Figure 19
dances for the /\ 17, calculation atg0\ 0.1667 T9\ 2,near the Ðnal freezeout. Particularly interesting is the fact
that the abundances of the elements below Z\ 35 have
grown since as seen by comparison withT9\ 4.5, FigureThis results from continued assembly of heavy nuclei18.
during this period. We tested this late assembly of heavy
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FIG. 18.ÈElemental abundances during the /\ 17, expansion. The results are for the network (solid curve), NSE (dashed curve), and QSEg0\ 0.1667(dotted curve). By the NSE abundances give a poor Ðt to the true (network) abundances. The QSE abundances continue to Ðt the true abundancesT9\ 5.5,well down to although lower Z elements begin dropping out of the QSE beginning at By the abundance of elements below ZnT9\ 4.5, T9\ 5.5. T9\ 4.5,greatly exceed their QSE abundances. Ongoing formation of new heavy nuclei requires continued Ñow of these nuclei up to the QSE peak. As the
temperature and light-particle densities fall, this Ñow becomes slower than QSE demands. The abundances of the lower Z elements thus diverge from QSE.
The jaggedness in their abundance distribution results from the odd-even e†ect in the nuclear binding energies. Despite the divergence from QSE at lower
proton number, the abundance peak in the network calculation at Se and Kr is still represented very well by QSE.
nuclei by running an identical calculation to the /\ 17,
expansion except that this time we shut o† theg0\ 0.1667reactions assembling alpha particles into 12C for T9\ 5.The Ðnal elemental abundances are shown as the dashed
curve in This distribution shows a much-depletedFigure 19.
low-Z tail because of the lack of further assembly of heavy
nuclei. We return to the question of the assembly of heavy
nuclei in ° 5.
4. APPROPRIATE TERMINOLOGY
Because the verbal images may cause confusion, it may be
worthwhile to consider brieÑy the question of an appropri-
ate astrophysical terminology. The term ““ alpha-rich
freezeout ÏÏ has been used to denote expansions of material
that was once in NSE that cools with uncaptured alpha
particles remaining abundant. We recommend adhering to
that, in which case other explosive He-burning ejecta will
not be so designated despite the similarity of hot free
helium.
Less appropriate is the term ““ alpha process,ÏÏ coined by
& Ho†man as shorthand for ““ the neutron-Woosley (1992)
rich alpha-rich freezeout.ÏÏ In the Ðrst place, that term was
one of those utilized by et al. in their inÑu-Burbidge (1957)
ential categories of nuclear processes. That process was not
well delineated by them, and today we recognize its issues to
be addressed by neon and silicon burning. &Woosley
Ho†man preferred to appropriate that term to new(1992)
usage because they perceived that excess neutrons change
the nature of the alpha-rich freezeout in such ways that it is
really a distinct process. They noticed that with increasing
neutron richness, the alpha-rich freezeout builds to very
much more massive nuclei, and they repeatedly use the
image of (a, n)-reactions carrying this Ñow to larger atomic
weights. We Ðnd grounds to question those terms.
Our calculations show that alpha reactions are of no
more importance than any other reactions with free light
particles. The nuclear network establishes a QSE for each
neutron excess studied. The distinction is as follows. For
low neutron excess, the QSE has rapidly falling abundances
as ones moves attention toward massive n-rich nuclei.
Those nuclei participate in the QSE, but their abundances
are simply negligible. As the neutron excess is increased,
however, the abundances of more massive n-rich nuclei in
the QSE rise, giving the impression of a nuclear Ñow.
Although it is obviously necessary for some nuclear Ñow to
move nuclei from Zn, say, up to Sr, say, the actual nuclear
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FIG. 19.ÈThe elemental abundances for the /\ 17, g0\ 0.1667expansion after reaction freezeout for a normal network calculation (solid
curve) and for a network calculation in which the reactions assembling new
heavy nuclei from alpha particles are disabled below Assembly ofT9\ 5.0.new heavy nuclei for has had important e†ects on the Ðnal abun-T9\ 5dance distribution for this expansion. Most importantly, the abundances of
elements below Se are much less in the expansion that did not include
heavy-nucleus assembly throughout. Because is Ðxed in this expansionY
hfor the abundance distribution, following QSE, shifts to higherT9\ 5,atomic number, and the lack of further assembly of heavy nuclei prevents
compensation of the depletion of the lower Z elements due to this shift.
Comparison of the solid curve in this Ðgure with that in the ofT9\ 4.5 Fig.shows that there is signiÐcant assembly of new heavy nuclei for18 T9\4.5.
rates would achieve this very quickly, much more quickly
than it actually happens. Our of the referenceFigure 10
calculation shows that the Sr peak grows as the QSE tem-
perature falls from 5.85 to 4.03. The time required for this is
almost 0.1 s, whereas the lifetime of a Ge isotope at T9\ 5against an (a, n)-reaction is about 10 ks, very much shorter.
For this reason, the elemental abundance distribution at
would transform to that at thousandsT9\ 5.85 T9\ 4.03of times more rapidly than it actually does were it simply a
matter of (a, n)-reactions moving the material upward.
What actually happens is that the QSE island, which is very
large, shifts its shape as the temperature falls. When excess
neutrons exist, as in the case of our reference calculation,
the property of that QSE is that the heavy neutron-rich
nuclei are much more abundant than they are at low
neutron excess. But in either case they are in QSE; it is only
the QSE abundances that so di†er. This situation is little
di†erent in principle from that of the old NSE studies,
where many showed that the abundance of 62Ni, say, rises
steeply as the neutron excess is increased above zero. This
has nothing to do with nuclear Ñow, however, but simply
the shape of the NSE.
may be seen in a new light. The fact that R\ 1Figure 8
down to shows that over that entire range theT9B 3.4alpha particles are in QSE with p and n. Mechanistically,
this means that the dominant cycles for fusing p and n into
alpha particles run at the same rates as the inverse cycles
breaking alpha particles down into p and n. For those
cycles, it is not meaningful to say whether alpha- or
nucleon-induced reactions are leading the way to QSE
shape readjustments. They do so at almost equal rates.
When the QSE Ðnally does break down, the temperatures
are low and the p- and n-reactions are even more e†ective
than the alpha reactions in the Ðnal freezeout.
To illustrate these ideas, we performed a numerical
experiment by rerunning the reference expansion with all
alpha-induced reactions disabled for target elements having
Z[ 28. That is, only p- and n-induced reactions are allowed
nonzero cross sections above the element nickel. The insen-
sitivity of the results to this alteration is shown in Figure 20.
Both calculations shown there utilize complete network
expansions, but the solid abundance distribution was calcu-
lated with disabled alpha reactions, whereas the dashed dis-
tribution utilized the full set of reactions. Quite clearly the
results are almost indistinguishable for the most abundant
nuclei. The largest e†ect occurs at Z\ 32 and 34, where
alpha captures by the QSE Z\ 30 peak have, during Ðnal
freezeout, increased these small abundances owing to the
huge abundance of their Z\ 30 parents. Those are alpha
freezeout reactions. But in the massive Sr peak, there is little
di†erence of physical signiÐcance. The conclusion is that
alpha-induced reactions play no special role in the transfer
of nuclei from the Zn region to the Sr region. Indeed, one
would expect that alpha freezeout reactions would be less
important for the Sr peak because in the face of falling
temperatures, the alpha particles will be captured by those
abundant nuclei having smaller Coulomb barrier, namely
the Ni and Zn peak. It therefore seems inadvisable to adopt
the suggested terminology ““ alpha process ÏÏ recommended
by & Ho†man whose exploratory workWoosley (1992),
opened up the study of the greatly increased abundances
that do occur in high-entropy neutron-rich alpha-rich
freezeouts. Their pioneering study was done before the QSE
nature of their results was fully appreciated, so their image
of how the abundance shifts occurs is inappropriate in some
places.
We must address the Figure 6 presented by &Woosley
Ho†man This Ðgure shows, by arrow density, the(1992).
strongest net Ñows (forward-backward) for reactions during
FIG. 20.ÈComparison of the Ðnal abundances after freezing, obtained
with the network solution, but with alpha-induced reactions given zero
cross sections for elements above nickel (solid curve). The full network
(dashed curve) is the same result of the reference calculation that was shown
in The role of alpha-induced reactions on Ðnal abundances isFig. 10.
small. Only the Z\ 32 and 34 subpeaks are enhanced owing to the
freezeout capture of alpha particles. The Sr peak is hardly altered by alpha
reactions by nuclei between the main peak (Ni) and this secondary peak.
The alpha reactions are no more important than the nucleon-induced
reactions in establishing that Sr peak because the QSE does not distinguish
among alternate reaction paths. The lack of alpha-capture modiÐcations of
the Sr peak can also be understood ; owing to its higher Coulomb repulsion
than the Ni peak, the alpha captures occur primarily on the latter, with
small p and n freezeout reactions altering the Sr peak. The term ““ alpha
process ÏÏ is therefore not appropriate for the alpha-rich freezeout. A conse-
quence may be that the r-process seed nuclei (the Sr peak) can have their
abundances within high-entropy neutron-rich alpha-rich freezeouts reli-
ably estimated by a QSE distribution at freezeout T9\ 4.
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freezeout of a high-entropy neutron-rich freezeout of the
type we discuss here. The three panels of that Ðgure show
the strongest Ñows at three separate temperatures, T9\ 4.0,3.23, and 2.49. The strength of the solid (a, n) arrows is
pointed to by them as indicators that ““ movement up
through the network (at is being carried by (a, n)-T9\ 4.0)reactions.ÏÏ Because that statement and the arrows on those
Ðgure panels give a di†erent impression than the conclu-
sions that we are presenting, we call attention to the source
of that discrepancy, which is more apparent than real.
We make two points. (1) Those Ðgures do not show that a
net Ñow is strongÈonly that it is strong when compared
with other net Ñows. What the solid Ñow arrows designate
are net reaction Ñows within a factor 0.1 of the strongest net
Ñow in the diagram [which is 85Se(n, c)86Se-86Se(c, n)85Se].
However, even those strong net Ñows are close to equi-
librium with their reverse Ñows, so that all net Ñows are
small in comparison with the forward Ñows. That is, the
nuclear abundances at are nearly in QSE, as we haveT9\ 4shown. The QSE is just beginning to break down at T9\ 4,so that the modest importance of cross sections is just
coming into its brief moment of relevance, but the main
abundance features are already set by that QSE. It would
have been more instructive to have designated net Ñows by
multiples of the forward Ñow, in which case their low values
would be in line with our demonstration that reaction cross
sections are for the most part insigniÐcant for this problem.
(2) The strong arrows in their for lookFigure 6b T9\ 3.2just as strong as at whereas they are very muchT9\ 4.0,smaller in value. Their magnitudes must be rescaled for
comparison between the arrows and theT9\ 4 T9\ 3.2arrows ; however, our results show that the freezeout of the
QSE below has little e†ect except for the ÐnalT9\ 4growth of some small abundances having abundant parents
that were set by the QSE. At Woosley & Ho†manT9\ 3.2,note that the net Ñow rate for the largest net Ñow, 87Se(n,
c)88Se, has the value 0.0024 s~1. By comparison, since the
free neutron density is cm~3, the forward rate forn
n
\ 1027
87Se, with abundance Y (87Se)\ 10~4, for destruction by
free neutrons is (10~4)(1027 cm~3)(10~26 cm2)(108 cm
s~1)\ 105 s~1. This is 108 times faster than the net Ñow.
Even this strongest Ñow is in tight QSE with neutrons. The
reader must compare our work with the meaning of this
informative Ðgure by Woosley & Ho†man to understand
that the discrepancy is only apparent.
We think that the term ““ alpha-rich freezeout ÏÏ remains a
good one and that it may best be taken to apply to circum-
stances in which material initially in NSE is unable, owing
to the low density of high-entropy expansions and to a
deÐciency in the number of heavy nuclei, to capture theY
hfree alpha particles during the expansion. That term applies
well whatever the neutron richness, for the sequence of
events is the same. The NSE is restricted to a QSE by falling
temperature. The QSE is alpha rich because is small.Y
hThat QSE abundance distribution is insensitive to the
values of nuclear reaction cross sections. showsFigure 20
that the same QSE distributions result whether alpha reac-
tions are disabled or not. Even the free densities of p, n, and
a at the time when the QSE is itself no longer capable of
maintenance by the reactions are insensitive to nuclear
cross sections. Only ““ the freezeout reactions,ÏÏ which we
deÐne as those that occur after the QSE has broken down,
are dependent upon nuclear cross sections. To emphasize
this once more, we would say that although the abundance
of Ðnal Ge in depends upon the cross sections forFigure 20
alpha reactions with Zn, the abundance of Sr is almost
independent of all alpha cross sections. We have asked the
reader to proceed through these arguments because the
situation may at Ðrst seem counterintuitive to some. It is
only by digesting our results that we have become able to
understand how these transitions occur and why some ter-
minologies are less appropriate than others. Every termino-
logy carries with it the burden of a physical association with
its words, so that inappropriate terminology is not far
removed from poor understanding to new workers.
5. ASSEMBLY OF HEAVY NUCLEI
The recognition of the quasi-equilibrium character of
material expanding from high temperature would appear to
make possible a simpliÐcation in the computation of
nuclear yields. For example, we might imagine that we
could determine the Ðnal abundances by simply freezing a
QSE. This would require Ðrst specifying o, and atT9, Ye, Yhto obtain the QSE distribution of nuclei and thenT9\ 4using the nucleosynthesis network to follow the freezeout
reactions as the material cooled below This wouldT9\ 4.indeed be a great simpliÐcation because we would not need
to run a network code above For some applications,T9 \ 4.the QSE abundances themselves may be sufficiently accu-
rate, allowing a dispensing with nuclear reactions entirely.
This procedure mimics earlier studies of freezeout of NSE
by Ðrst determining NSE abundances at a ““ freezeout ÏÏ tem-
perature (say, and then following the subsequentT9B 3.5)freezeout reactions with a network code (e.g., Hartmann,
Woosley, & El Eid 1985).
The difficulty with the QSE-based approach is that one
must be able to specify and that quantity depends on theY
h
,
nuclear history of the expansion. We could try the approach
of specifying and at the QSE freezeout temperature.Y
e
Y
hThis would not give an accurate representation of the abun-
dances emerging from particular expansion unless andY
e
Y
hwere correctly chosen. We therefore set ourselves a larger
challenge by attempting to Ðnd at the QSE freezeoutY
htemperature as accurately as possible but without using the
reaction network. We pursue this to establish the point that
Ðnal abundances can be estimated without a nuclear code ;
but we by no means advocate this as a practical research
tool for nucleosynthesis, although similar techniques are
being used in stellar evolution codes to limit the size of
nuclear networks for study of advanced burning stages (e.g.,
& ThielemannHix 1996).
The approach parallels older treatments of NSE and of
the silicon-burning QSE. The idea for NSE evolution was to
approximate network expansions by following the change
in produced by an evolving NSE. The NSE abundancesY
eare computed at time t. The rate of change of i.e.,Y
e
, dY
e
/dt,
is then computed from the NSE abundances and the weak
reaction rates. This allows an updating of over time stepY
e*t : For silicon burning, the key parameter*Y
e
\ (dY
e
/dt)*t.
is and the idea there was that, following the calculationY
h
,
of a QSE based on that parameter could be altered byY
h
,
calculating the rate of 28Si breakdown, whereupon the
evolved QSE is updated.
We begin by noting that the nuclear Ñow from a-particles
to heavy nuclei is through the three-body reaction
sequences a ] a ] a ] 12C and a ] a ] n ] 9Be followed
by 9Be(a, n)12C. We assume that these are followed by a
rapid run to larger atomic weight, so that the assembly of a
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9Be or 12C nucleus is the assembly of a general heavy
nucleus ; therefore,
dY
h
dt
\ (NA o)2SpvT3a Y a3
3!
[ j3aY12C
] (NA o)2SpvTaan Y a2 Yn
2!
[ jaan Y9Be . (33)
In this equation, is the triple-a velocity-averagedSpvT3across section, is the rate for the reverse reactionj3a12C] a ] a ] a, is the velocity-averaged crossSpvTaansection for the a ] a ] n ] 9Be reaction, and is the ratejaanfor the reverse reaction 9Be] a ] a ] n. From detailed
balance (the requirement that reverse Ñows balance forward
Ñows in NSE), we Ðnd
(NA o)2SpvT3a(Y aNSE)3
3!
\ j3a Y 12CNSE (34)
and
(NA o)2SpvTaan(Y aNSE)2Y nNSE
2!
\ jaan Y 9BeNSE . (35)
With these equations, we Ðnd
dY
h
dt
\ (NA o)2SpvT3a(Y aNSE)3
3!
CA Ya
Y aNSE
B3[AY 12C
Y 12CNSE
BD
(36)
] (NA o)2SpvTaan(Y aNSE)2Y nNSE
2!
]
CA Ya
Y aNSE
B2A Y
n
Y
n
NSE
B
[
AY 9Be
Y 9BeNSE
BD
. (37)
Integration still requires a nuclear network to solve
because we need to know and Inequation (37) Y 9Be Y 12C.keeping with the challenge we set ourselves, however, we
seek to avoid using the network. We can attempt this by
assuming that 9Be and 12C are in the QSE cluster with the
other heavy nuclei. In this case, andY12C/Y 12CNSE \ ekh@kTRa3now becomesY9Be/Y 9BeNSE \ ekh@kTRa2Rn. Equation (37)
dY
h
dt
\ (NA o)2SpvT3a(Y aQSE)3
3!
(1 [ ekh@kT)
] (NA o)2SpvTaan(Y aQSE)2Y nQSE
2!
(1 [ ekh@kT) . (38)
It is now possible to integrate without using the reactionY
hnetwork.
Before integrating we note certain of itsequation (38),
features. First, if the system is in complete NSE, Ink
h
\ 0.
this case, as expected. What showsdY
h
/dt \ 0, equation (38)
is that, even at high temperature and density, where forward
and reverse reaction rates are huge, an evolving system can
never be in precise NSE. In order to allow a change in Y
h
, k
hmust be at least slightly di†erent from zero. If k
h
\ 0,
and heavy nuclei are produced. IfdY
h
/dt [ 0, k
h
[ 0,
and heavy nuclei are destroyed.dY
h
/dt \ 0,
An analogy may help at this point. In the interior of stars,
the radiation Ðeld is extremely close to isotropic. It is not
precisely isotropic, however, because in that case there is no
net energy Ñow. It is the small negative temperature gra-
TABLE 1
LIMITED NUCLEAR NETWORK
Element Amin Amax Element Amin Amax
n . . . . . . . . 1 1 K . . . . . . . . 35 48
H . . . . . . . 1 3 Ca . . . . . . 36 49
He . . . . . . 3 4 Sc . . . . . . . 40 49
C . . . . . . . . 12 12 Ti . . . . . . . 42 42
O . . . . . . . 16 16 V . . . . . . . . 43 53
Ne . . . . . . 20 20 Cr . . . . . . . 44 54
Mg . . . . . . 24 24 Mn . . . . . . 46 59
Si . . . . . . . 28 28 Fe . . . . . . . 47 60
P . . . . . . . . 27 34 Co . . . . . . 50 63
S . . . . . . . . 28 37 Ni . . . . . . . 51 65
Cl . . . . . . . 31 40 Cu . . . . . . 57 70
Ar . . . . . . . 32 43 Zn . . . . . . 59 71
dient that allows a net energy Ñow outward from the starÏs
center. By analogy, it is the tiny deviation of from zerok
hthat allows a change in even at high temperature.Y
h
,
We attempted an integration of with ourequation (38)
QSE solver. Our procedure was as follows. We began at
t \ 0 with and the nuclei in NSE. The calculation forT9\ 7this analysis used /\ 6.8, and q\ 0.2 s. At time t,g0\ 0.0,we computed QSE abundances and from o(t),k
h
(t) T9(t),(Ðxed in this calculation), and We then usedY
e
\ 0.5 Y
h
(t).
and to compute fromY aQSE(t), kh(t), T9(t) dYh/dt equation (38)and to integrate to time t ] *t. Our actual integrationY
hscheme was fourth-order Runge-Kutta. We integrated Y
hdown to We did not calculate weak decays becauseT9\ 2.our interest lies in testing the quality of the nuclear network
approximation.
To this end, we used for simplicity the more limited
network shown in for the integration ofTable 1 equation
The smaller network speeds up our calculations. Our(38).
choice of is appropriate for this smallerg0\ 0.0 (Ye\ 0.5)network. The network is monoisotopic for elements
between carbon and magnesium. The reason for this choice
will become clear below. The lack of 9Be in the network
means only the triple-a reaction assembled light particles
into heavy nuclei.
shows the result of this calculation for TheFigure 21 Y
h
.
solid curve is the integration for using QSE abundancesY
h
in the /\ 6.8 expansion for the network shownFIG. 21.ÈY
h
g0\ 0.0,in as determined from integration of (solid curve) and fromTable 1 eq. (38)
the full nuclear reaction network (dashed curve). Integration of failseq. (38)
to match the full network calculation because a fundamental assumption
of viz., that 12C is always in QSE, is incorrect (seeeq. (38), Fig. 22).
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for all nuclei. Shown for comparison as the dashed curve is
the corresponding network calculation of using theY
hnetwork in In this network calculation, we turnedTable 1.
o† weak reactions so would be constant. This allowed forY
emore consistent comparison with the integration of
although the di†erence between the networkequation (38),
calculation with and without weak reactions was small. The
two curves di†er signiÐcantly throughout the expansion.
The assumption that all nuclei are in QSE must be incor-
rect. This failure of the simplest integration scheme brings
out an important aspect of QSE nucleosynthesis.
The reason for the failure is apparent in ThisFigure 22a.
Ðgure shows Y (12C) in the network (solid curve), in NSE
(long-dashed curve), and in QSE (dotted curve) for the reac-
tion network calculation. SigniÐcantly, the network abun-
dance of 12C is considerably greater than the QSE value
below A fundamental assumption ofT9\ 6.2. equation (38)thereby breaks down. Because 12C is signiÐcantly more
abundant in the network calculation than in QSE for T9\6.2, there are much greater disintegration Ñows from
12C] a ] a ] a. This hinders the assembly of heavy nuclei
FIG. 22.ÈMass fractions of (a) 12C and (b) 28Si during the g0\ 0.0,/\ 6.8 expansion using the nuclear reaction network. The di†erent curves
give the network (solid curve), NSE (dashed curve), and QSE (dotted curve)
abundances during the expansion. 12C falls out of QSE early This(T9[ 6).causes the failure of the integration of to match the networkÏseq. (38) Y
h
.
By contrast, QSE matches the networkÏs 28Si mass fraction well down to
This leads us to try a new integration of by assuming 28SiT9B 4.8. dYh/dtis always in QSE and a divergenceless Ñow moves nuclei from 12C to 28Si.
The result of these assumptions is and the integration is shown ineq. (44),
A very curious feature of panel (a) is the fact that NSE provides aFig. 23.
better Ðt to the networkÏs mass fraction of 12C than does QSE for T9\ 6.4.For the 12C abundance is set not by the QSE, but rather by theT9\ 6.4,divergenceless Ñow. This Ñow is governed by the competition between local
captures and disintegrations, which aligns the 12C more with NSE than
QSE.
and prevents in the network calculations dashedY
h
(Fig. 21,
curve) from reaching as large a value as in the simple inte-
gration solid curve) of For compari-(Fig. 21, equation (38).
son, shows Y (28Si) in the same formats. UnlikeFigure 22b
the 12C, the 28Si remains in QSE down to AlthoughT9B 5.QSE tracks X(28Si) faithfully, below its actual butT9\ 4.8small abundance increasing exceeds the vanishing QSE
abundance. Note also the smallness of the mass fractions of
both nuclei and that both increase during the freezeout
owing to the continuing occurrence of the triple-a reaction
and upward Ñow to 28Si.
Despite the fact that 12C falls out of the QSE at relatively
high temperature, a nearly divergenceless net Ñow runs
upward from that nucleus to the QSE cluster. Good
analogy exists with silicon burning, where nuclei above
24Mg are in QSE but 20Ne and below are not et(Bodansky
al. Because silicon burning has more nuclei than NSE,1968).
the evolution in that case reduces the number within theY
hQSE cluster. It does so by a nearly divergenceless disinte-
gration Ñow down from 28Si to 4He. We can, in the present
case, proceed analogously to the calculation in etBodansky
al. to compute J(AZ), the upward Ñow at each species(1968)
AZ. For the simpliÐed network in we ÐndTable 1,
J(4He)\ (NA o)2SpvT3a(Ya)3
3!
[ j3a Y (12C) , (39)
J(12C)\ NASpvT12 oYa Y (12C)[ jc16 Y (16O) , (40)
J(16O)\ NASpvT16 oYa Y (16O)[ jc20 Y (20Ne) , (41)
J(20Ne) \ NASpvT20 oYa Y (20Ne) [ jc24 Y (24Mg) , (42)
and
J(24Mg) \ NASpvT24 oYa Y (24Mg) [ jc28 Y (28Si) . (43)
Because the (a, c)-reactions and their inverses are rapid
compared to the rates at which the abundances of C, O, Ne,
and Mg change, the Ñow from 4He to the QSE cluster must
evidently be divergenceless, and all of the J(AZ)Ïs take on
the same value J. Although C, O, Ne, and Mg are not now
constrained to be within the QSE cluster, their abundances
nonetheless take on stationary values determined by the
divergencelessness of J. With the assumption that 28Si par-
ticipates in the QSE cluster, we Ðnd
J \ r3aY a3(1 [ ek
h@kT))
1 ] (c/a)12(1 ] (c/a)16M1 ] (c/a)20[1] (c/a)24]N)
,
(44)
where
r3a \
(NA o)2SpvT3a
3!
, (45)
and is the ratio of the disintegration rate at A to the(c/a)
Acapture rate at A. For example,Ac
a
B
16
\ jc16
NASpvT16 oYa
. (46)
Because J is the net Ñow up from 4He, it is in fact WedY
h
/dt.
now use this equation to integrate Y
h
.
Before considering the results, note key features of
First, the numerator is the same as inequation (44).
which is restricted by the network inequation (38), Table 1
to utilize only the triple-a reaction. Thus, the assembly of
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heavy nuclei derives from this reaction, but it is driven by
the deviation from NSE (the term).1 [ ekh@kT Equation (38)
and di†er only by the presence of the denominator in(44)
the latter equation. This term governs how a newly
assembled 12C nucleus actually works its way up to 28Si. If
is large, for example, the 12C is more likely to disinte-(c/a)12grate back into alpha particles than to capture up to 16O.
This decreases the net Ñow up to the QSE cluster. Com-
petition between disintegration and capture at oxygen,
neon, and magnesium similarly inÑuence the Ñow upward
through them.
shows from For comparison,Figure 23 Y
h
equation (44).
as computed with the nuclear reaction network code isY
hshown as the dashed curve. The agreement is to within 2%.
This is a considerable improvement over the previous inte-
gration based on assuming 12C to be in the QSE(Fig. 21)
cluster. The remaining discrepancy in is appar-Figure 23
ently due to the small deÐcit (on the order of 2%) of Y (28Si)
in QSE from its true value in the network expansion for
This leads to a slightly lower disintegration ÑowT9B 6.down from 28Si for QSE abundances, which hinders the
assembly of heavy nuclei less than in the network. Nonethe-
less, the good agreement in conÐrms the correct-Figure 23
ness of the approach taken and that the Ðnal abundances
can, in principle, be estimated without a reaction network.
It is useful to consider separately the behavior of each
part of during the expansion. showsequation (44) Figure 24
the factor 1[ exp during the expansion. For(k
h
/kT ) T9[6.4, this factor is extremely small, which shows the system is
close to NSE. The system has almost exactly its desired
number of heavy nuclei, so the assembly rate is small. This
driving factor grows rapidly for however, whichT9\ 6.4,impels the system to create new heavy nuclei. Once this
factor is close to unity, the system is demanding creation of
new heavy nuclei as rapidly as possible. The assembly is
blocked, however, by the disintegrations of the carbon,
oxygen, neon, and magnesium nuclei. This term is the
denominator in Its value during the expan-equation (44).
sion is shown in Its value is substantial, especiallyFigure 25.
for Initially, at the photodisintegrationsT9[ 5. T9\ 7,
in the /\ 6.8 expansion for the network shownFIG. 23.ÈY
h
g0\ 0.0,in as determined from integration of (solid curve) and fromTable 1 eq. (44)
the full nuclear reaction network (dashed curve). This integration is more
accurate than that shown in and shows that the assumptions thatFig. 21
28Si is always in QSE and that a divergenceless Ñow carries nuclei from
12C to 28Si are more correct than the assumption that 12C is always in
QSE. The success of this calculation (to within D2%) suggests abundance
yields from many expansions can be estimated to reasonable accuracy
without a nuclear reaction network.
FIG. 24.ÈEvolution of the driving factor 1[ exp during the(k
h
/kT )
integration of This factor represents the deviation from NSE. Ateq. (44).
high temperatures, it is close to zero, which indicates that the system has
the number of heavy nuclei NSE demands. Over a short drop in tem-
perature (from to this factor rises quickly to a valueT9B 6.4 T9B 5.6),near unity. This indicates a serious underabundance of heavy nuclei in the
system relative to NSE and strongly compels the system to assemble new
heavy nuclei.
reduce the upward Ñow by a factor exceeding 103. For T9\5, however, the excess of alpha particles in this alpha-rich
freezeout and the much-reduced disintegration rates allow
newly created 12C nuclei to move up unimpeded to silicon.
shows J during the expansion (solid curve). ForFigure 26
comparison, the magnitude of is shown as the dashedr3a Y a3curve. Early in the expansion, is large, but the netr3a Y a3rate is small because the deviation from NSE is1 [ ekh@kT
small and newly created 12C nuclei are blocked(Fig. 24),
from capturing up to silicon As the temperature(Fig. 25).
drops, decreases, but the growth in the deviationr3a Y a3from NSE and the drop in the blockage from disinte-
grations (the denominator in cause J to rise. Onceeq. [44])
the impedance from disintegration becomes negligible,
J ] r3a Y a3 .Our success in integrating relied on our ability todY
h
/dt
identify a nucleus (28Si) participating in the QSE cluster to a
sufficiently low temperature and on the possibility of deter-
mining the exact Ñows from 12C to that nucleus. This was
FIG. 25.ÈEvolution of the impedance factor in the denominator of eq.
during integration of This factor gives the blockage of Ñow(44) dY
h
/dt.
from 12C to 28Si due to disintegrations of carbon, oxygen, neon, and
magnesium. This factor is large in the early stages of the expansion. At this
point the Ñow to 28Si is slow. By the temperature is small enoughT9B 5,and the alpha density large enough that captures on C, O, Ne, and Mg
completely dominate disintegrations and the Ñow to 28Si is unimpeded.
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FIG. 26.ÈNet upward current J (solid curve) and the triple-a Ñow r3a Y a3(dashed curve) during integration of At early stages in the expan-eq. (44).
sion, J is much less than the triple-a Ñow because the driving factor is small
and the disintegration impedance is large As the tem-(Fig. 24) (Fig. 25).
perature drops, both of these factors approach unity, and Thus,J ] r3a Y a3.late in the expansion, the rate of growth of is simply the triple-a Ñow.Y
hNote that this drops with falling temperature so that assembly of new
heavy nuclei eventually freezes out like the other nuclear reactions.
easy for the simpliÐed network in which was con-Table 1,
structed to make the integration easy. For the more compli-
cated networks used in the calculations presented in this° 3,
is a more difficult matter. Those networks have many more
isotopes for each element above and including carbon ; thus,
the identiÐcation of the Ñows up to the QSE cluster is much
less straightforward. Nevertheless, a similar integration of
for those neutron-rich networks is also possible, atdY
h
/dt
least in principle. We are satisÐed that we answered the
challenge we posed for ourselves at the beginning of this
section. It would be possible to estimate the Ðnal abun-
dances without integration of a full reaction network.
Of course, in general it is best to integrate the reaction
network. In this case, there is no need to identify speciÐc
reaction pathways, and we can follow the nonequilibrium
freezeout phenomena accurately. On the other hand, our
attempts to integrate have led to new insights intodY
h
/dt
the assembly of heavy nuclei from light particles.
In closing this section, it is worthwhile noting that the
expression for J, the net disintegration Ñow from 28Si
during silicon burning, as presented in et al.Bodansky
can be recast into the language of the present work(1968),
as
J \ jc24 Y (24Mg)(1[ ekh@kT)
1 ] (a/c)20M1 ] (a/c)16[1] (a/c)12]N
. (47)
This provides a clear picture of silicon burning. The
shocked Si shell in a supernova initially is far from NSE.
This system has 28Si, but 56Ni is favored statistically ; thus,
the system has twice its desired QSE quickly establishesY
h
.
itself among the nuclei heavier than and including 24Mg,
but because of the excess nuclei, is positive. This makes Jk
hnegative, which indicates a strong impetus to disintegrate
some of the 28Si to decrease Alpha captures on magne-Y
h
.
sium, neon, oxygen, and carbon oppose this disintegration
and cause the magnitude of J to be smaller than simply the
disintegration rate of 28Si. As the burning continues,
and This causes J ] 0 as the systemY
h
] Y
hNSE kh ] 0.relaxes to NSE. It is rewarding, but in retrospect inevitable,
that further insights into QSE nucleosynthesis can shed new
light on the old problem of silicon burning. One might even
say that the QSE concept reduces complexity to intellec-
tually comprehensible levels for these problems.
6. CONCLUSION
We believe that the QSE theory set forth in this paper
opens new windows on nucleosynthesis. The crucial idea of
the extensive QSE phase during expansion of matter from
high temperature permits a much better estimation of the
resulting abundance yields than the notion of a ““ freezeout
from NSE.ÏÏ Furthermore, QSE theory explains the nuclear
dynamics of high-entropy expansions systems better than
an appeal to net alpha capture Ñows. In essence, it reduces
complexity to a comprehensible level.
At a perhaps deeper level, QSE theory helps explicate the
emergence of order in high-temperature nucleosynthetic
systems. A QSE, because of the added constraint imposed
on it, is already a vastly more ordered state than NSE. The
number of abundance states within the QSE constraint is
very much less than the number available to the uncon-
strained NSE. What is more, as shown in the QSE° 2.4,
discussed in this paper is but one of many possible sta-
tistical equilibria in a hierarchy of statistical equilibria in
nucleosynthesis (see also the contribution by Meyer in
et al. A system ascends the hierarchy byWallerstein 1997).
removing constraints. For example, if a system is heated, the
reactions assembling heavy nuclei become sufficiently rapid
that the number of heavy nuclei is no longer constrained to
be Ðxed. This causes the QSE to go to NSE, and the system
becomes more disordered. On the other hand, if some reac-
tion between species within a QSE cluster becomes slow,
the QSE cluster may break into two separate clusters, each
with its own Ðxed number of nuclei. At this moment an
additional constraint appears, and the system becomes
more ordered. This process continues as the two clusters
break up into three clusters, four clusters, Ðve clusters, and
so on. Each of these breakups adds a constraint and
imposes more order on the system. In this way the system
evolves to its Ðnal, frozen-out, fully ordered state. In fact,
the expansions we have described in this paper evolve
through such a series of increasingly constrained
equilibriaÈwe have simply chosen in this paper to empha-
size the most basic of these because of its importance. It is
evident that the concept of ““ freezeout ÏÏ should be replaced
in large measure by the notion of ““ descent of the hierarchy
of statistical equilibria.ÏÏ This latter picture better connects
nucleosynthesis with the underlying statistical physics.
Finally, at the very end of the expansion, a few individual
light particles are captured at rates that do depend upon
individual cross sections. This Ðnal freezeout is a modest
adjustment, which is important for rare species, but only
marginally so for the major species produced.
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Note added in manuscript.ÈIn the original manuscript,
we derived the QSE theory for an isolated system. For such
a system, the total energy is constant, and we maximized the
entropy subject to the appropriate constraints. In our
network calculations, however, we in fact took the system
to be in thermal contact with a heat bath with a speciÐed
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temperature. After the manuscript was accepted, we
changed our derivation of the QSE theory to that in the
present version, namely, one for a system in thermal contact
with a heat bath, in order to be more consistent with our
network calculations. The key results, however, and espe-
cially are the same in both pictures. For aequation (27),
sketch of the derivation of the QSE theory for the thermally
isolated system, please see the contribution of Meyer to
et al.Wallerstein (1997).
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